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Abstract

This research explores how parents who originated from communities in Southern

Sudan make meaning of theirtransition to being newcomer parents upon relocation to

Winnipeg, Canada. Already established parents in one setting they are now continuing to be

parents in a new setting. This study asks parents what aspects of their concept of life and social

customs which guided their previous parenting behaviours and expectations are reinforced or

challenged as they continue parenting in their new location.

Eight Southern Sudanese parents, fourfathers and four mothers from unrelated families

were interviewed for their perspectives on their parenting journey since coming to Canada.

Three themes emerged: Listen - maintaining the primacy of newcomer parents' voices, School/

911-managing the influence of outside Canadian institutions on the stability of newcomer

family life, and Good/Bad - parental provision of moral anchors amidst diversity in Canada.

lmplications and suggestions for collaboration with Sudanese parents at the

Community, Group and lndividual levels are discussed in several areas of social work practice,

from community organizing and program evaluation to advocacy and approaches in case

management.
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L Chapter One: Introducing the Study

L.I Introduction
This research explores how parents who originated from communities in Southern

Sudan make meaning of their transition to being newcomer parents upon relocation to

Winnipeg, Canada. Already established parents in one setting they are now continuing to be

parents in a new setting. This study asks parents what aspects of their concept of life and social

customs which guided their previous parenting behaviours and expectations are reinforced or

challenged as they continue parenting in their new location. Eight Southern Sudanese parents,

four fathers and four mothers from unrelated families were interviewed for their perspectives

on their parenting journey since comingto Canada. Their perspectives inform a discussion on

the parenting journey across cultural borders.

The majority of the Southern Sudanese parents in this study left their familiar

environment of their home country due to the coercion of civil war. Southern Sudan was under

British rule from 1B9B- 1956. The period since British colonization has been marked by violent,

fatalclashes between the Arabic/Moslem North and the African/Christian South as the native

inhabitants have challenged the artificial nation lines drawn during colonial rule. The length and

severity of the civil war created wide spread displacement of people internally and across

Sudanese borders, a situation which generated 'refugees,.

Under the 1951 United Nations Convention relating to the Status of Refugees, a refugee

is someone who:

owing to well-founded feor of being persecuted for reosons of race, religion, nøtionolity,
membership of o particulor social group or politicol opinion, is outside the country of his
[or her]



notionolity and is unoble, or owing to such feor, is unwilling to ovoil him [or her]self of
the protection of thot country; or who, not hoving o notionolity and being outside the
country of his[or her] former habituol residence as o result of such events, is unoble or,
owing to such feor, is unwilling to return to ¡t." (UNHCR, 2005; 5)

The 1969 Protocol relating particularly to the African region provides for civil disturbances:

"the term "refugee" sholl olso opply to every person who, owing to externol aggression,
occupot¡on, foreign dominotion or events seriously disturbing public order in either part
or the whole of his [or her] country of origin or notionolity, is compelled to leove his [or
herl ploce of hobituol residence in order to seek refuge in another place outside his [or
herl country of origin or nationality. (IJNHCR, 2005; 6)

The Democratic Republic of Sudan is a 'source country'for refugees to Canada

(Citizenship and lmmigration Canada (a) 2006). Sudanese refugees began to arrive in Canada

during the 1990's (Winnipeg Free Press, 2006d). Winnipeg, Manitoba was a designated site for

Canada's 2003 Refugee Group Settlement program. Group resettlement was 'so that they

(refugees) can maintain ties with friends and family members. Allowing them to remain with

the groups that have developed over a period of years in the refugee camps will hopefully

create the positive environment necessary to allow them to successfully integrate into various

regions across the country' (Citizenship and lmmigration Canada (b) 2006).

lmmigration policy for 2007 in Manitoba was to welcome a total l-0,000 newcomers

(refugees and immigrants)from around the world to the province as a means of increasing its

productive capacity. This target increased to 20,000 per year in 2008 (Manitoba Labour and

lmmigration, 2009). Sudan was listed as Bth in the top ten source countries for newcomers to

Manitoba in 2004 with 225 arrivals (Manitoba Labour and lmmigration, 2004;15). The majority

of newcom ers (79.32%) remain in Winnipeg, the capital city of Manitoba.



1.2 Research Problem
The primary expectation of a Sudanese parent coming to Canada is to live in Peace.

Considering the provincial government's motive of increasing the productivity of Manitoba,

Sudanese parents' expectations would include opportunities to participate in the economy of

the province along with access to education and health care forthemselves and their children

that make such economic participation possible.

It is therefore worrying that a study of 220 newcomer Sudanese within 7 Canadian cities

suggested that a majority (75%) felt their expectations for life in Canada were not met. Eighty-

five percent felt disappointment in the employment situation and experienced economic

hardship relative to their host population. This disappointment had negative effects on their

mental health. 'Mental distress was described in personal, sometimes somatic terms, but

ascribed to socialfactors in Canada: social isolation, ruptured family relations, unfilled

obligations and work-related disappointments' (Simich, Hayley & Baya, 2006; a37).

Literature on African immigrants suggests unease about the Canadian settlement

experience. An African parent is recorded as saying'Canada is good. Butthe problem is you lose

your kids' (Matsuoka & Sorenson ,7001.; L37). The losing was the losing to a culture,

experienced as'bitter divisions within some families and a sense that familiar values no longer

held'(ibid); it was also the losing of one's children to gangs and, sometimes to death.

ln Winnipeg, the local newspapers reported signs which generated grave parental

concern. A November 2005 article in Winnipeg's local newspaper referred to refugee youth

joining gangs, with a settlement agency representative commenting that gangs 'offer recent



immigrants the social coherence, support and possibilíty of earning money that they often lack

when they move to Canada' (Winnipeg Free Press, 2005). Only six weeks later a family tragedy

held another localfront page when a Sudanese young man stabbed hís Sudanese friend to

death and then was fatally shot by Winnipeg police (Winnipeg Sun, 2006). A picture of the

grieving parents of the stabbed man appeared underthe heading'United in Death'. Both

families united in a joint funeralfor their sons.

Surely Sudanese parents did not travel half way across the world to Canada with their

sons expecting to lose them to gangs or stand over their dead bodies in Winnipegl Yet both

these stories attracted negative attention to the issue of immigrant African families'adjustment

to life in Canada. How are Sudanese parents feeling about their move to find peace? How do

they feel about their children joining youth gangs to fit in? What strengths are parents using to

cope and respond? Are these stories representative of the experience of Sudanese parents who

arrive in Canada with their children and settle in Winnipeg, Manitoba?

Southern Sudanese parents are expected to share the universal emotion of concern for

their children. Each culture, however, distinguishes itself in the way in which it trains its young

for participation in adult society. What is the experience of parents who were raised in a

particular society and began in turn to train their own children in that familiar setting and are

then re-located to a new society? Why do the current literature and the media suggest that in

some cases the results may be tragic?
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This research explores the lived experience of parenting among Southern Sudanese

parents in Winnipeg, Manitoba, in particularthe parents'perspectives on the migration

experience as it relates to their identity as parents.

1.3 Research Questions
The primary research question is:

How do parents who originated from communities in Southern Sudan make meaning of their
identity as parents upon relocation to Winnipeg, Manitoba?

Within this broad question are other questions, some of which have been noted above. This

research focuses on the parents'perspectives with an emphasis on the changes they sense in

parenting between the two locales of Southern Sudan and Winnipeg.

o What were the Southern Sudanese parents'expectations of parenting in Canada when
they decided to relocate?

o What type of strengths do they depend on as they address their parenting role in their
new Canadian environment?

o How do the parents express their current expectations of parenting in Canada?

o ln what ways do Southern Sudanese parents convey that they may appreciate Canadian

social work support in their parenting journey?

t.4 Significance of the study for Social Work in the Sudanese Community
This research is relevant to socialwork for several reasons. SocialWorkers must

continually inform themselves of the populations in their immediate communities as well as

issues affecting these communities which may occur beyond their immediate locale. Prior to

the 2003 Group Settlement of families from Sudan most social workers, teachers and other

societal leaders in Winnipeg were unfamiliar with the family life or cultural norms of Sudan or

the issues that determined a Sudanese parent's decision to re-locate with their children.

1.1.



SocialWorkers are encouraged to be pro-active in seeking information about and

perspectives of their client populations (lnternational Federation of Social Workers, 2006; Mullaly

2007; Potocky-Tripodi 2002). Refugee parents, particularly those from areas new to the host

population and noticeable due to language, skin colour and dress tend to attract societal

curiosity. This curiosity can be channelled into a positive perception of refugees or a negative

one. The negative implications and outcomes of the afore-mentioned research and newspaper

reports can fuel a negative perception of the family life of immigrant Sudanese, and societal

distancing from what is portrayed to be dangerous. This research aims to get a view from the

parents themselves as to their perspective on what is happening in Winnipeg and to present it

in a written report,

ln Canada the government is the largest employer of the social work labour force and

entrust considerable power in socialservice systems to assess and impact family situations

(Hick, 2002,6L; Matsuoka & Sorenson, 2001-; l-36, Awasis, !997, xvii).'Socialworkers are in a

position to intervene when social issues arise, such as the previously noted negative

experiences of Sudanese newcomers, by researching and disseminating accurate,

comprehensive information. Efforts are currently being made in Winnipeg and Canada-wide to

address the existing unfamiliarity with Sudanese culture and its application in a Canadian

setting. This research is one such effort to generate accurate information about this client base.

There is a dilemma in the social services, what StructuralsocialWork educator Bob

Mullaly describes as a 'basic contradiction' (Mullaly 2007;320). He raises awareness about the

fact that Social Workers 'provide social care and social control at the same time' (ib¡d). The

1.2



power and authority of a host country's laws lead to social control which may not be culturally

sensitive to immigrants. There is potential, therefore, for an incompatibility of interests

between the social service user and the social worker (¡bid; 300). This is where social workers

as the human face of the government have both an opportunity and a dilemma to identify,

address and balance the contradiction between social care and social control. Manitoba's

stated intent in newcomer settlement isio increase the province's productive capacity. Social

agents therefore need to assure the returns on this provincial investment in newcomers by

creating a supportive state of affairs where immigrant parents' efforts produce a positive family

environment. How this is to be achieved is at issue.

Outside of government, Canadian socialworkers in various human service and advocacy

agencies have an opportunity to build on the strengths of immigrant clientele so that the client

can articulate their concerns and offer recommendations and alternatives to the governing

bodies. Through knowledge dissemination social workers have the opportunity to forge 'the

connection between private troubles and the structural source of these troubles' (Mullaly 2007;

296). ln a new society, immigrants are very likely unaware of how certain policies were formed,

what the historical-political context was at the time and who are currently most and least

affected by certain policies. Again social workers at the community and group levels have an

opportunity here.

ln addition to their responsibility to their employers, social workers have mandated

roles of human service, resource development and socialjustice (lnternational Federation of

SocialWorkers,2006; Mullaly 2007; Potocky-Tripodi 2002). On an individual client level social

13



workers can val¡date and normalize the concerns of specific immigrant parents. Through a

strengths-based assessment and the development of strategies for parent-action within the

home space, at their children's schools and other arena of concern, social workers can

encourage immigrant parents to address their parental concerns in a well-considered way.

This study therefore aims at social workers as uniquely placed to directly impact

immigrant family outcomes both through governmental and non-governmental agencies at

various levels of intervention and support. By considering the person-in-the-environment the

social worker has a broad as well as an intimate perspective in supporting their clients.

1.5 Organization of the Study
This introductory chapter presents the research problem, the research purpose and

questions, the significance of the study for social work with Sudanese parents, and the

organizationofthestudy. ChapterTworeviewstwoaspectsoftheliterature.Thefirstfocusis

on immigration literature - immigration theory and immigrant parents' experiences. The

second focus is on Sudanese family life in Sudan and in Canada. The literature provides some

background to aspects of the research question. Elements of the research question not

addressed in the literature are also noted. Chapter Three outlines the methodology used in the

research including the research orientation, researcher reflection, cultural advisory committee

partícipation and the processing of data collectíon and analysis.

The research findings are presented in Chapter Four in the form of themes. ln Chapter

Five, each of thesethemes is discussed focusingon the parents'own voices; followed by a

discussion by the researcher summarizing how each theme plays out in the lifeworlds of the

Sudanese parents. Chapter Six discusses emergent themes from the research in terms of the

t4



Canadian socio-historical context which shapes currentthought and practice in Canadian social

services. Chapter Seven looks at the implications of the research findings for social work

practice in Winnipeg. These implications are organized at three levels: community social work,

Sroup work, and individual therapeutic interventions. Chapter Seven concludes with

suggestions for future social work research amongst immigrant parents in Winnipeg, and

particularly amongst immigrant parents from war torn countries in the Afritan continent.
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2 Chapter Two -Reviewing the Literature
This chapter reviews literature relevantto this study in two main sets. The first set of

literature relates to migration and settlement in North America. The migration literature itself is

of two types: theoretical frameworks and accounts of immigrant experiences. The second set of

literature relevant to this study is research specifically about the Sudanese people, in particular,

family life amongst Southern Sudanese duringthe current civil unrest and personal accounts of

Sudanese refugees who settle in North America.

2,1 Migration Theories
People have been moving from place to place since the beginning of history, Some

hypothesize that mankind originated in Africa and, through forces such as climate change and

through adaptations that allowed population survival and economic advantage, migration has

extended throughout the world (Curtin, 1994). Some migration theories focus on economics

and push/ pullfactors determined by economic disparities in two separate places. Neo-classical

economic theories emphasize rational decision making; people move mainly to improve their

economic advantage. They'emphasize the individual decision to migrate, based on a rational

comparison of the relative costs and benefits of remaining in the area of origin or movingto

various alternative destinations' (Castles & Miller, 2003;22) Citing immigration economist

George Borjas, Castles and Miller explaín that in neoclassical theory migrants maximize utility,

exchanging information about various receiving countries and comparing options. Migrants

then move based on the location where they may have an economic advantage. These theories

do not factor in forced migration due to war.

16



ln cases of war, countries in the midst of unrest depend on organizations such asthe

United Nationsto declare a country a'source Country'for refugees, thereby making all

nationals from that country qualified to be welcomed in safe havens, for humanitarian reasons.

However refugee applicants have little power over where they are accepted, presenting an

exception to the neo-classical economic theory of maximized economic utility.

The systems approach to migration theory isto considerconditions in both the sending

and the receiving countries. The systems approach looks at layers in the society-the macro

and micro levels. Macro level factors include government policies, national economies, social

institutions and technologies. Micro levelfactors include culturalcapitalto find work and adapt,

community relations, economic status and personal psychological resources. This approach to

migration theory can be applied to Sudan and to Canada.

The macro system of Sudan is currently one of conflict in which the Southern sections of

the country are advocating for political independence from the North. The Sudanese Liberation

Peoples Movement (SPLM) via the internet and international ambassadors is appealing to

Southern Sudanese nationals who are dispersed throughout the world to return and help build

the infrastructure of the New Sudan. The SPLM's 'Key Elements of Peace through Development

Strategy' states:

The SPLM shall work towards persuading Sudanese exiles with specialized skills, such as

doctors, nurses, engineers, teachers, agriculturalists, mechanics etc. to return home and

use their skills for the development of the New 5udan, while those not ready lto return

17



permanently] can contribute during their leaves. (Sudan People's Liberation Movement,

2006)

The New Sudan would be distinctly Southern, distinguishing it from Northern Sudan.

The macro system of Canada is one of multiculturalism. Canada is dependent on

immigration for its future growth. During the l-990's seventy percent of the growth in Canada's

labor force was provided by immigrants (Li,2007). Despite this dependence, Canada is selective

in its screening of refugees. Canadian lmmigration Canada (ClC) explains in the statements

below:

Persons selected for resettlement undergo medical, security and criminality screening.

They must also show that they will eventually be able to re-establish themselves in

Canada. (ClC, 2006c)

Canadian immigrants and refugees are free to preserve their unique cultural heritage on

the condition that culturalgroups also makethe effortto participate in Canadian national life.

Within this openness to cultural diversity certain core institutions (education, health, justice

and defence) may operate with a standard that is set by the dominant established Canadian

society (Berry, 2006).

While the macro level in Sudan suggests that the SPLM sees the civilconflict as a

manageable deterrent it remains a deterrent nevertheless. While the Canadian macro system

suggests all are welcome, in fact onlythe desirable are selected. On a micro level even the

selected Sudanese find thatthey do not have the'cultural capitalto find work and adapt,

community relationships, economic status and personal psychological resources'to fit in easily,

18



as recorded earlier in the study of 220 Sudanese newcomers in 7 Canadian cities (Simich,

Hayley & Baya, 2006;437). The systems approach provides a framework for a comprehensive

look at a situation - both the societal factors as well as the personal.

Two additionalframeworks are presented based on their usefulness in understanding

how a Sudanese parent may experience the re-location and settlement process.

2.2 Berry's Acculturation Theory
John Berry presents a systems theory of 'acculturation'. Acculturation is a process of

cultural and psychological change that results from continuing contact between people of

different cultural backgrounds (Berry, 2006;27). He posits that there are currently very few

uniculturalsocieties and that each country has a context into which newcomers settle and

which is affected bythe presence of these newcomers. Allthe interacting cultures are affected.

Certain factors may determine how the effects unfold and are felt.

At the micro level of the individual or cultural group there can be easy adaptations or

stressful ones with Berry suggesting a number of factors favouring either outcome. Some

cultural dimensions are: how diverse both the sendingand receivingsocieties are, whether

conformity was/is an expectation, access to desired resources, and the nature of interpersonal

encounters. Berry suggests that acculturation outcomes are not static and a group or person

may move from feeling settled to becoming unsettled depending on the level of stress- feelings

of cultural loss or uncertainty about fitt¡ng in - in a given context.

The receiving countries respond in a more formal way through policies that facilitate or

restrict immigrants'participation in the economic and civil activities of the host society. Canada

1.9



as mentioned earlier has selected a multicultural response. Newcomers, both immigrants and

refugees participate in the economy along with Canadian born citizens. Legally settled

newcomers benefit from basic education and health care. After a relatively short period of

residence in Canada a newcomer may become a Canadian citizen. Cultural groups are

encouraged to form and can then apply for and receive financial support from the Canadian

government for their organizational development.

Berry describes four strategies which individual immigrants can select from:

assimilation, integration, separation and marginalization. The strategies distinguish between

allowances/preferences for homeland cultural continuity and intensity of contact between the

receiving society and the newcomers. When newcomers prefer to relinquish their cultural

identity and assume that of the receiving society'Assimilation'is the desired strategy. Some

countries in turn makethis cultural conversion the condition of citizenship e.g. the USA melting

pot philosophy. The'lntegration Strategy'involves daily interactions with multiple cultural

groups along with the possibility and interest in maintaining one's original culture. lt also

involves a willingness by the receiving society to adapt national institutions to accommodate

the needs of newcomer groups. The 'separation Strategy' occurs when people place a value on

holding on to their own culture and also wish to avoid interaction with other cultural groups.

Finally Marginalization involves relinquishing homeland cultures and also avoiding other

cu ltu res.

Berry's recommended strategy for acculturation is 'integration'- where the dominant

society is open to diversity and the individual is interested in both maintaining aspects of the

20



culture of origin and in having daily interactions with groups from the dominant society. He

however also notes that for some groups and some countries strategies of assimilation, or

separation may serve positive functions. Berry describes a fourth strategy of acculturation:

Marginalization, with the receivingsociety's course of action being Exclusion. He does not

recommend this strategy as it does not foster healthy interactions between the host population

and immigrants.

A diagram of Berry's acculturation strategies for both individual and country levels is

presented on the next page.
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BERRY'S ACCULTURATION TH EORY

Maintenance of Heritage Culture and Sensitivity

Relationships
Between Groups

ln Berry's model an individual may chose to move from a personal strategy of

separation to one of integration if the host society has an accommodating policy such as

multiculturalism. While individuals in a multicultural society (and in a 'melting pot' society to a

large measure) have choices, a person in a society with exclusion as its policy is not afforded

this option.

2.3 Sluzki's U-Curve Adaptation Model U979)
Another method of conceptualizing immigration is a sequential approach. Sluzki (1979)

suggested the migration process follows a predictable U-curve pattern with discrete stages (See

lntegration/
Multicultutal¡sm

Assimilation/

Melting Pot

Marginalízation/

Exclusion
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diagram on page 25). A person or family begins the migration process with the first concrete

efforts to leave (Preparatory Stage) when a concerted effort is made to depart and prepare a

new destination for settlement. This can be a hurried departure with little fanfare or a

celebration with much planning. Departure is followed by the Actual Move; a stage

predominated with the logistics of settlement - finding shelter, food, schools, and jobs. During

this time therô is some disorientation and a family may perform less well than they had at

home where things were familiar. However, the energy of the actual move leads to a

Moratorium Stage during which the migrant family improve their performance as they adapt to

their new location.

This improvement in performance is dueto overcompensatíon, a type of frantic energy

to make things work. The energy eventually is expended and some dissonance between

expectations and the reality of the new environment things becomes unavoidable. Family

relationships get stormy (Crisis Stage) as values, norms and mores from the culture of origin

undergo testing and change with children often being the first to bring the tension between

cultures into the home. A final stage is the Trans-generational stage where children who either

arrived in the host society at a young age or were born in the host society perform well in the

host society, despite a dual culture at home. At this point, the children's high performance pulls

the whole family's societal performance up.

Based on these predictable stages Sluzki proposes an assessment of which stage in the

migration process a group or individual is at. lntervention to assist a family in the migration

process can then be tailored and targeted to specífic points in time in the migration process.
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Sluzki's goal for an intervention is to assist an individual or family to move to a place of

settlement. Sluzki's stages lead to assimilation than multiculturalism with the familyfitting into

the mainstream culture.

SLUZKI'S U-CURVE PATTERN OF FAMILY PERFORMANCE

Move
Overco m pe nsation Crisis Trans-generational

Phenomena

STAGES IN MIGRATION

The above section of the literature review examined theoretical models of the migration

process. Economic models based on informed moves to provide economic advantage did not

seem relevantto the refugee situation of forced migration. Systems models which consider

macro and micro level issues of both sending and receiving countries appeared more helpfulto

the research. Models which attended particularly to the micro-level appeared most useful for

human services. Berry's systems theory of Acculturation was highlighted. Sluzki's theory is

based on predictable stages and focuses on impacts atthe micro-family level. Sluzki's stages of

migration were introduced illustrating issues in the process of family settlement which can be

targeted and addressed by human service providers.

lnformed by the possible impact of issues at a macro and micro levels and knowing that

family performance may differ in various stages in migration, we now look at aspects of

Preparatory
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Sudanese family life both in Sudan and in the interim countries which represent part of the

refugee journey to Canada.

2.+ Sudanese Family Life in Sudan and enroute to Canada
Movement by present day Southern Sudanese refugees is due to a need for survival.

Entire communities are forced to re-locate underthe coercion of civil war and threat of death,

drought, and destruction of their farms and conÍmunities.

Sudan is the largest country on the African continent. ln l-999, Sudan was one of the

most ethnically and linguistically diverse countries in the world. lt had nearly 600 ethnic groups

speaking over 400 languages and dialects (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Culture of Sudan).

Ethnic identity is highly fluid in Sudan and depends upon the criteria by which individual groups

of Sudanese distinguish themselves from other groups. The largest commonly recognized ethnic

groups are Arabs, Nubians, Beja, and Fur (all Northerners and Muslims), and the Dinka, Nuer,

Shilluk, and Nuba, all Nilotic peoples of the South. The Arabs and Dinka are the largest groups

within their respective regions. Allthese ethnic groups are subdivided into tribal or other units.

ln rough percentages, Sudan's population is composed of 50 percent blackAfricans,40 percent

Arabs, 6 percent Beja, and 3-4 percent other (Library of Congress Country Studies, 199L).

Citizenship and lmmigration Canada's country profile describes Sudanese family life as

'traditional' with men making the major decisions, and women making decisions relating to

domestic matters and child care (http://www.cp-pc.ca). Family structure and identity are based

on the extended family under the leadership of a respected male elder. Within gender groups

social differentiation is based on age. (Kenyon, 1994) Marriages, particularly in rural areas are

arranged bythe extended family. The purpose of these arranged marriages isto'form
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important ties with other families' (http://www.cp-pc.calenglish/sudan). Women's sexuality is

controlled with a focus on fidelity and family honour. Throughout the Horn of Africa (Eritrea.

Diibouti, Ethiopia and Somalia) genital mutilation, including clitoridectomy and infibulations, is

wide spread as a means of controlling female sexuality, creating 'good women' and ensuring

family honour (Kenyon, 1994, Matsouka & Sorenson 2001).

ln a study on the value of children in severalAfrican .ornar¡", it was found that'children

secure conjugalties, offer social security in illness and old age, assist with labor, confer social

status, secure property rights and inheritance, provide continuity through re-incarnation and

maintaining the family lineage as well as satisfying parent's emotional needs' (Dyer, ZOO7,

Nsamenang, 2000 ). These societal values determine the desire to have children. They focus

on a child's practical utility and the social significance placed on generationalcontinuity.

Emotional attachment is therefore only one aspect of the parent-child relationship. An African

couple therefore enters marriage with a social expectation that they will have children and will

raise their children according to these social values.

Studies specific to the Sudan confirm that children are valued as resources for the family

and as a result family sizes tend to be desirably large (Chuol, 2006, Abusharaf ZOOZ, Fadlalla

2007). Sudanese girls remain contributors within their family until married when they move to

the husband's family. This move provides her family of origin with a dowry. Dowry is also

practiced in the neighboring countries of the Horn of Africa. Sudanese boys stay within the

family and are responsible for earning the family's resources including marrying wives who
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provided children. Boys are also responsible forthe care of the elderly and the family honor

(Chuol, 2006).

Due to the 30 year civil war in Sudan the traditional Southern Sudanese society has been

forced to change. Sudanese researcher Rogaia Abusharaf (2002) noted that until 1-955 out-

migration from Southern Sudan was very uncommon. Francis Deng(1972 cited in Abusharaf)

adds that for the Dinka (a large Sudanese tribe) 'until recently going to foreign lands was not

only a rarity, but a shame'.

Gender roles, household composition and community organization within Sudan have

all been affected by the civil war (Abusharaf, 2002,2006, Deng, 1-995, Kenyon !994, Smich,

Hamilton & Baya 2006). Most people displaced by the civil war are Southern Sudanese

internally displaced within Sudan, moving to urban centers. Many flee out of Sudan to

neighboring countries - Egypt, Ethiopia, Uganda, Chad, and Kenya.

Saudi Arabia was a preferred country for Sudanese labor migration (Castles & Miller,

2003) especially for men, who found lucrative jobs there. However, due to political conflict,

settlement in the Middle East became risky for Sudanese families with some choosing

immigration to the relative safety of Canada. Sudanese fathers often remain in Saudi Arabia in

order to continue financial support to their Canadian-based families (Abusharaf, 2002). Both

the internal migration within Sudan and the out migration from Sudan have changed the

traditional family composition. Women are becoming more independent by force of

circumstance and extended family ties become broken.
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A feature of Southern Sudan's tragic reality has been the separation of families. Of

particular note are the 'Lost Boys of Sudan', more than 27,O0O boys who fled when their

villages were attacked by the Janjaweed militia and formed themselves into walking groups

seeking asylum. Some were abducted and pressed into warfare by both sides of the warring

factions (Arieff, 2006). These Sudanese children to a large extent have parented themselves in

peer groups that have changed during the course of their movement to seek safe havens (Bok,

2003, Bul Dau, 2007, Eggers, 2006). Through the Unaccompanied Minor Refugee Program 3,500

boys and girls were brought to the United States and 600 to Canada; 200 of whom were placed

in Winnipeg, (CBC Manitoba, 2005).

Canada became a destination for Southern Sudanese refugees when Sudan was

assigned as a 'source country'for refugees (Citizenship and lmmigration Canada (b) 2006).

Sudanese Source Country refugees apply through the Canadian High Commission based in

Cairo, Egypt or from refugee camps in Kenya and Uganda. The application process requires

parents' personal determination as families undergo incredible stress regardless of whether

they are located in a refugee camp or in Egyptian safe houses. Amnesty lnternational reports

that Sudanese who take the initiative to go to the Canadian High Commission in Cairo

experience long delays and repressive treatment by Egyptian police (Amnesty lnternational,

2006).

During the refugee assessment process Sudanese families are in limbo for many years.

They are dependent on the largesse of the United Nations and their host country. Refugee
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parents in the camps no longer live in their extended kinship groups, do not have control over

providing food and money for their children and experience erratic school /work routines.

Although many people are fleeing the country the government of Southern Sudan, the

Sudanese People's Liberation Party (SPLM), reaches out to bring people back. The SPLM

maintains a website www.splmtodav.com which posts news about Sudan from the

government's viewpoint. ln its 15 point Programme the SPLM makes its appeal to the Sudanese

Diaspora:

The SPLM shall work towards persuading Sudanese exiles with specialized skills, such as

doctors, nurses, engineers, teachers, agriculturists, mechanics, etc., to return home and

use their skills for development of the New Sudan, while those not ready can contribute

during their leaves. (SPLM, 2007; L1)

The ongoing fighting is a deterrent for Sudanese families to return, however the SPLM's appeal

is an open welcome in the event that return to Sudan should become attractive to the

Sudanese Diaspora.

This literature review on Sudanese lifestyles in Sudan and in interim places of asylum

illustrates a situation for families of tremendous uncertainty and uncontrollable change. Until

recently, 30 years ago, Sudanese lifestyles were based on predictable tribal traditions. The

Sudanese civil war tore families apart within Sudan, internally displacing millions of people and

changing family arrangements. Many children became orphaned and joined youth bands

seeking safe shelter. Various family formatíons survived. Some Sudanese family groups decided

to re-locate internally, others chose to flee Sudan. The refugee application process itself
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required further family adjustment as refugees anxiously waited years for re-location to a safe

haven. Despite the fighting the newly formed government aims at re-building and encourages

the Sudanese Diaspora to return and help in this effort.

ln the next chapter I discuss the research at hand and the method employed to engage

Sudanese parents in Winnipeg in a research process about their parenting experiences.
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3 Chapter Three- Method

3.1 Research Orientation
Forthis research lchose an anti-oppressive (Potts & Brown,2005) and indigenous

(Smith, 2004) research approach in the research tradition of phenomenology (Van Manen,

1-990). I aim to draw on these three ways of organizing thought and data to present an

authentic perspective of the Southern Sudanese parent's everyday, intimate family experiences

and as they continue parenting in Canadian Winnipeg.

Anti-oppressive research encourages the equity of power between the researcher and

the researched (Potts & Brown; 268). As a research student with university approval, but no

powerful community mandate, I approached the Sudanese participants with great regard for

their freedom not to participate. Potts and Brown (2005; 259) argue that 'those people who

have experienced an issue are perhaps the best people to research that issue'. My strength lay

in my own immigrant history, my status as an immigrant parent and my association with a few

members of the Sudanese immigrant community in Winnipeg.

I migrated to Winnipeg five years before the interviews were conducted for this study,

which is a similar time frame to that of the participants I planned to engage. My own

relationship with my children experienced modification as a result of migration as we continued

our previously familiar interactions in a new setting. I saw some positives and some negatives in

our new Canadian based parent-child relationship. As lapproached the Sudanese parents lfelt

their perspective would be genuinely as valid as mine. My job as a researcher was to establish a

rapport that would enable a candid conversation guided by interview questions that would
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clarify to the readers of the study how the Sudanese parents experienced their parent-child

relationships. This clarified view could then form the basis of discussion, understanding and

action planning between immigrant parents and human service providers. The anti-oppressive

framework offered the research grounding, keeping it accountable, practical and user-focussed.

lndigenous research adds to the anti-oppressive concept by requiring that the people

being researched have a say in what gets researched (Smith, 2004;177).The decision as to

what is useful and worthy of research should be influenced, if not determined, by the people

under consideration. lndigenous research therefore maintains that research should be used by

and useful to local communities and specific groups. My challenge then was to include the

Southern Sudanese parent community in developing the research questions and determining

how the resultant information may be used. This inclusion and accountability was done through

collective consideration with a Sudanese Cultural advisorygroup (Smith 2004; LB7, Potts &

Brown2OO5;268). lnbothrecruitmentandanalysis,theadvisorygroupshapedthecreationof

knowledge in the research process.

A phenomenological approach was used to explore the Southern Sudanese parents' life

world, the intimate ways that a Sudanese parent experiences the rhythms of everyday family

life and societal interactions in Sudan and in Winnipeg. A person's life world is simply the

intimate world in which they operate and of which they are intuitively aware. Van Manen

encourages the phenomenological researcher's commitment to the investigative process as a

way to present a case for action:
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To become more thoughtfully or attentively aware of aspects of human life which

hitherto were merely glossed over or taken-for-granted will more likely bring us to the

edge of speaking up, speaking out or decisively acting in social situations that ask for

such action. (Van Manen 1990; 154)

Some moments of parenting are particularly poignant, such as the first sign or

knowledge that a pregnancy has occurred, orthe birth of a child. Some aspects of the parenting

experience are more routine - daily feeding, clothing, hygiene, ordering of the day. Both the

poignant and the routine make up the intimate rhythms of the life world of the parent

For the parent who shares their story much of their life world is not experienced in a

conscious way, they simply get on with it. Phenomenological interviewing seeks to get that pre-

reflective, original expression (Van Manen, 1-990; 7)from the parent, which is more likelyto be

the essence of how they experience daily life, rather than a more considered approach such as

when answering survey questions. . To reduce the distraction of my lack of awareness of

Sudanese 'common sense' I prepared myself by reading autobiographies of Sudanese refugees

in North America (Bok,200; Bul Dau,2007; Eggers,2006), writings of Sudanese in Canada

(Choul, 2006), and becoming familiar with the rituals around Sudanese hospitality, meals and

some recipes (Sandler, 1-993). I also noted the assumptions I may make [correctly or incorrectly]

as a black non-African (Gordon, 1998). Having chosen a phenomenological approach which

focuses on the participants' intuitive comments about their life my goal was to reduce the

jarring difference between our cultures.
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Parents all overthe world are aware of, but may not articulate'the force of incredible

transformation' (Van Manen; 42)that one's children have on one's life. Each parent's life world

will be 'concretely unique' and 'universally essential' (Van Manen; 23). From phenomenological

research I aim to present the essentials of the experience of continuingto be a Southern

Sudanese parent in the new environment of Canadian Winnipeg, based on the uniquely

pers'onal transformations that are expressed by the Sudanese parents in this study. My efforts

will be one plausible interpretation of the Sudanese parents'expression atthe moment in time

of the interview. The phenomenological aspect of this research aíms to successfully present

that unique vantage point so that the parents' experiences may 'bring us to the edge' of social

action.

ln keeping with the research orientation above, the research began wíth an aim to be

anti-oppressive, indigenous and phenomenological. lssues of power equity, usefulness to the

participant community and genuineness shaped the method.

3.2 The Sudanese Cultural Advisory Committee
To address power equity and usefulness to the participant community I asked a

Sudanese leader known to me to discuss my research idea. lncorporating his input I developed

the research proposal for submission to the academic committee of the Social Work Faculty of

the University of Manitoba. Through this first Sudanese contact I approached three additional

Sudanese community leaders and presented the draft research proposal. The Sudanese group

discussed the research idea and then offered advice on the design of the recruitment

brochures. After university ethics approvalwas received forthe research three of the Sudanese

leaders remained available to advise the research and signed a confidentiality agreement
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officially becoming the Cultural Advisory Committee (CAC). The CAC further assisted in

recruitment by personally mentioning the research to potential participants.

During the interview phase I kept the Sudanese Cultural Advisory Committee up to date

on the number of completed interviews and when the sample target had been achieved. At the

point of review of the. draft report contact information for two members of the CAC had

changed. Easy contact was made with the initialsudanese leader. A summary of the emergent

themes was discussed with him. However, time considerations made it difficult for him to

attend a presentation of the initial report in its entirety at a conference held at the University of

Manitoba.

3.3 Sample Recruitment
Brochures, flyers and cover letters describing the research and inviting participation

were distributed to settlement and employment agencies and to churches which had large

numbers of Sudanese members in their congregations. Brochures were also distributed by the

researcherwhen she attended public gatherings such as a public advocacy march raising

awareness regarding the dismal situation in the Darfur region of Sudan. I was invited to

Sudanese events by members of the CulturalAdvisory Committee and the research brochures

were distributed atthese events as appropriate. At one Sudanese function - a baby's

christening - the pastor gave me a few minutes to inform the gathering about the research.

All the people who eventually participated in the research reported that they made

their final decision due to a direct invitation. Each respondent named either a member of the

CAC, a mutualfriend of the researcher or me as their source for hearing about the research.

None of the agencies were named as sources of reference. The brochure was recognized when



shown but had not been read. The importance of personal contact has been noted in other

research with immigrant communities (Reinhartz 1992;28, Bernhard, Landholt & Godring,

2005). Establishing some rapport with the targeted population was essential for sample

recruitment in this study and can be largely credited to the members of the Sudanese Cultural

Advisory Committee.

Participation was voluntary anO .ont¡Oential. lnterested participants had to let me know

directly that they were interested. Language became a selection criterion as some Sudanese

were less comfortable with English than would be required for an interview. One participant

offered to translate for his wife but due to the breach in confidentiality this may have created,

his offer was declined. A CAC member noted that many Sudanese mothers may have held back

from participation because they could not speak English due to less opportunity for girls in

English language education in Sudan. Recruitment remained open until B persons had been

interviewed and a saturation level had been reached (Rubin & Barrie, 2000).

3.4 ResearchProcedures
There were 6 parts to this research:

E¡ght indiv¡dual in-person interviews which were digitally audío-recorded.

Transcription of the audio-recordings by the researcher.

An initial follow up meeting with individual participants (about L hour long) to
confirm that their interview audio-recording was correctly transcribed. Audio CD

copies of each interview and a written transcript were given to each participant for
reference.

Codíng of the transcripts by interview question.

Re-coding by emergent themes. (Boyatzis, l_998)

L

2.

3.

4.

5.
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6. A second follow up meeting with the participants (estimated atI/2 hour long)to
check for their reaction to the emergent themes. A written summary of the themes
was provided.

3.5 The Interviews
lnitially the venue for the interviews was the Winnipeg Millennium Library in downtown

Winnipeg and three father-interviews were conducted there. However, the other interviews

were held at locations which were more convenient to the participants (homes and churches).

The interviews were audio-recorded conversations with four mothers and four fathers guided

by 11 open-ended questions which explored issues derived from the literature review. The

actual interview guide appears in the Appendix. Each participant was given their own copy of

the interview questions to read before and during the interview and to take with them for

future reference.

ln summary, the issues raised in the interview questions were:

. Why participants chose to participate

. Parenting at different times

Prior to arrival in Canada

. lmmediate arrival

. Current

. Gendered experiences

' Guidance to other Sudanese newcomers

' Thoughts of returning to Sudan

. Feelings of loss/ achievement in Canada
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' Personal recommendations to improve the parenting experience in Winnipeg

3.6 Follow Up Meetings - Post-lnterview
Research participants were contacted to discuss the audio CD's and the transcripts of

their interview four months after the interviews had taken place. Two such meetings took place

with father participants. I was very familiar with the transcripts since I did the transcriptions

myself. The fathers however, recalled the interviews less clearly and found the written form of

an oral interview awkward reading. They nevertheless were active in the review of the

transcripts and clarified areas where I was uncertain of the wording.

Of the other six participants, one father had left Winnipeg for work in another province

while the other father and the 4 mothers experienced difficulties in scheduling a meeting with

me in the limited time I was available I had re-located to Toronto]. I mailed out the interview

audio CD's and transcripts to the five participants with whom I could not meet. Written

reminders of my contact information were provided so that participants could contribute

feedback by telephone, email or letter. One of the participants who attended a follow up

meeting called me to clarify an aspect of his transcript that he felt he had presented in a

confusing way.

3.7 Follow Up Meetings - Emergent Themes
I attempted telephone contact with all members of the Cultural Advisory Committee

(CAC) and the 7 remaining interview participants when a Draft of the Final Report was ready (18

months post interview). ln-person meetings were scheduled with 1 CAC member and 3

participants but one participant cancelled due to competing activities. The two participant
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meetings were with one of the fathers who attended the first set of follow up meetings and

with one mother. As had been agreed in the interview consent form, I presented the emergent

themes for participant reaction. Both parents and the CAC member endorsed the emergent

themes and elaborated on their continued relevance with Sudanese parents. The third

participant, a mother who could not attend in-person engaged with me in a telephone meet¡ng.

She also endorsed the themes with encouragement to get the report completed and in

circulation. A written copy of the summarized themes was sent to her as well as to the

addresses of the three other participants with whom telephone contact had not been

successful.

3.8 Interview Analysis Plan
The audio-recorded interviews were transcribed by the researcher. lnitial coding of the

transcripts was by interview question. Using the selective or highlighting technique (Van

Manen, L990; 93) the researcher highlighted statements or phrases in the coded transcripts

that 'seem particularly essential or revealing'. The highlighting technique suggested three

dominant themes across the conversations with the eight Sudanese parents.

The transcripts were then re-coded for these themes. The coded themes were analyzed

to extract common essences of each theme, and nuances distinguished between one

participant and another. This analysis appears in Chapter Four. The analysis led the researcher

to a literature reviewto supplement her initial readings undertaken priortothe research. This

additional review of the literature was in direct response to the themes which the parent

interviews indicated were disorienting to the Sudanese parents' experience in Winnipeg.
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3.9 Limitations in the research method
Language was an important consideration throughout the research. Although the

participants all spoke English, some were more comfortable and fluent than others. Although all

the participants accepted the condition of English as a communication medium since English is

not their first language they may have had nuances which they decided not to share, due to the

difficulty of conveying this to me. The CAC advised that had I been able to speak Dinka or

another Southern Sudanese language sample recruitment for the research would have been

faster and the research data more informed.

My desire to keep the participants involved in the research process was met with polite

curiosity on the part of the interviewees. One father made it clear that I should provide

direction and he would leave the research process up to me. ln the process of scheduling the

follow-up meetings it seemed that the participants and CAC members were busy with other

things and felt that follow-up for their feedback on accuracy was low priority for them. These

research experiences highlighted the importance of creating concise, pragmatic feedback and

being available to allow for the participants' busy schedules. While the issues remained

relevant and the participants deemed the emergent themes as accurate they awaited the

further step of action addressing the themes.
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4 Chapter Four - Findings

This section of the report presents information which came from the Southern Sudanese

parents' interviews. Demographic information was not collected separately. However, as the

parents shared about themselves during their interviews, they described aspects of themselves

that they felt were useful to the topic of parenting. This descriptive information has been

tabled and assists the reader in visualizing the participants. A brief summary of the collective

parent responses to the 1l- interview questions then follows. As described in the Methods

chapter, a technique was used to highlight phrases or concepts that were common to all the

interview responses. The highlighting process is referred to as the interview responses are

presented. The emergent themes are then discussed in detail in Chapter 5.

+.L The Participants
The respondents in this research were B unrelated parents from Southern Sudan, four

mothers and four fathers, all over 30 years of age. The research sample required that

participants had already had children priorto arrival in Canada. Seven of the eight parents had

theirfirst children born in Sudan. All respondents experienced asylum in one of three interim

countries - Kenya, Egypt, or Lebanon. Time periods in the country of asylum were between 5

andT years. One parent had herfirstthree children born in one such interim country. Six

parents brought children to the interim country and also had additional children born in the

interim country. One parent brought a child to the interim country but had no further births

there or in Canada.
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Over the 5 to 7 year interim period, the Sudanese parents raised their children in a

foreign country, although some described Egypt and Kenya as'Africa', with l¡ttle difference in

the general style of discipline and parent/child relations from that in Sudan. Four parents also

had children born in Canada. The average residence period in Canada at the time of interview

was 6 years, with a range from 3 to 10 years. Despite the similarity in times as residents in both

Canada and an interim country, the parents indicated permanence in the Canadian residency

which they did not for the other locations.

See Table L on the following page for a summary of the birth locations and number of

children. Note that 'children' as described by the participants included non-nuclear family

members.
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4.1.7 Table 1: Children of the Participants
Total # of children Sudan born Born

Elsewhere
Canada Born

Father L 7 6 1 (Eeypt) 0

Father 2 6 including step brother &
sister in law

5 1- (Kenya) 0

Father 3 5 2 1 (Kenya) 2

Father 4 1, 1 0 0

Average #
Fathers

4.75 3.5 0.75 0.5

Mother 1 7 6 1 (Eeypt) 0

Mother 2 4 3 1 (Kenya) 0

Mother 3 5 including nephew 4 including
nephew

0 T

Mother 4 4 0 3 (Lebanon) L

Average #
Mothers

5 3.25 L.25 0.5

Overall
Avg.

4.8 3.3 L 0.5

4.2 The Fathers
ln terms of educational status, three of the four fathers had tertiary education from

universities or colleges in their region. One father had also earned a Masters Degree from a

European country, and anotherwas a lawyer. However, none of the educated fathers obtained

Canadian employment of a status that was as high as the one they held or would hold in Sudan.

At the time of interview two fathers were unemployed; one of these was a full-time university

student.
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ln terms of marital status one father was a widower, the other three were married. They

had an average of 4.75 chíldren per family, with a range fromT children to 1 child. At the time

of the study one father had two children born in Canada. He was the only father with Canadian-

born children.

4.3 The Mothers
Regarding educational status, three mothers had tertiary education priorto arrival in

Winnipeg. One mother had been a teacher for over 1-0 years in Sudan. Another had worked for

the Sudanese government as a field officer and a third had completed university in an interim

country then had been a home maker. ln Canada all four mothers were employed outside of

their home. However, none of the educated mothers were working in Canada at the same

occupational level as they had previously in Sudan or would have expected based on education.

The fourth mother's lack of education priorto arrival in Canada was not an occupational

disadvantage as she was employed at the same entry level as the other mothers. prior

education in this sample of women proved not to be an advantage. Despite the lack of

advantage from international education, allfour mothers placed a high value on Canadian

education for their children. ln terms of marital status two mothers were married, one was

married on arrival in Canada but became separated and one arrived as a single mother. The

mothers had a total average of 5 children with a range from 4to 7 children. Two of the mothers

each had one Canadian-born child.

Table 2 below summarizes the parents'occupationalstatus and residency in asylum

countries and in Canada.
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4.3,1 Table 2: Parents'Changes in Residency and Occupational Status
Sudanese

Occupation

Period in Asylum Years in

Canada

Canadian Employment

Status

Father i- Teacher Egypt 5 yrs 4 Settlement Counselor

Father 2 Teacher Kenya 6-7 years 3 Teaching Assistant

Father 3 Farmer Kenya (? Yrs.) 3.5 Unemployed

Father 4 Lawyer Egypt 6 yrs B Full-time Student

Avg.: 4.6 yrs.

Mother 1 Teacher Egypt (? yrs) 10 Health Care Aide & Self-

Employed

Mother 2 Housewife (?) Kenya (6-7 yrs) 9 Health Care Aide

Mother 3 Gov't Field Officer Egypt (? Yrs) 6 Residential Support

Worker

Mother 4 Univ. Grad/

Housewife

Lebanon (5+ yrs) 6 Health Care Aide

Avg.:7.7 yrs

Rough Estimate:

Avg. 5.9 years

OverallAvg.

6.2 yrs.

4.4 Responses to the Interview Questions
The first question asked the participants how they heard about the research study and

why they decided to share their stories. All the participants referred to a person with whom

they were familiar as the source of their motivation - members of the Sudanese Cultural

Advisory Committee, a colleague, orthe researcher herself. This confirmed the researcher's

impression that interpersonal contact was a key aspect in sample recruitment.
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The Sudanese parents' purpose of sharing their stories was to inform. The parents

wanted to inform the wider Winnipeg community about the Sudanese approach to parenting,

their view on appropriate parent-child relationships and the challenges they encounter when

parenting in Canada. One father hoped this information would lead to more culturally inclusive

social policies in relation to family dynamics. A mother hoped it would lead to strategies for

better Sudinese teenage adjustment in Canada, a matter that concerned her throughout her

interview.

The second question asked for comparisons between the parenting experience in Sudan

and Winnipeg. Experiences in the countries of asylum were added as this information came up

during the interviews. Parents spoke of their concern for safety and opportunity for both

themselves and their children in Sudan. They also expressed a sense of disorientation as the

parenting strategies they were accustomed to using prior to immigration led to different

consequences in Canada. Physical punishmentwas a noted practicethat met a different

response in Canada. ln answering this question, the theme of 'Listen', which is explored in

Section 5, began to emerge. Parents noted that their children no longer attended to them as

they had in Sudan and during asylum.

Question 3 explored the difference between the parents'early migration experiences

and current experiences. There was a range of reactions to this. Several parents, both mothers

and fathers, were less worried now as they found that their parental influence had been

maintained. They had acquired resources, especially cars, which helped get the family around

when the Winnipeg climate became cold. Adjustment to the Canadian climate was a feature for
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all the Sudanese parents. Several ofthe parents noted the increase in their choices of

neighbourhood once they had cars. Two mothers worked night shifts and their cars facilitated

this employment. These two mothers also had recent newcomers from Sudan living with their

families.

The challenges mentioned since arrival were around disappointment in employment

opportunities. ln Table 2 above, it can be seen that neither mothers norfathers achieved the

level of employment they had held prior to coming to Canada and the fathers were part¡cularly

affected. Of the four mothers in the sample, two were married and neither of their husbands

was currently employed, despite having internationally-acquired professional qualifications.

Fear of the influence of negative peers became an increasing matter of concern to the

Sudanese parents after a period of relocation. lnitially parents were able to maintain control

over their home space but the impact of external societal influences gradually became more

noticeable. Teenaged children appeared to be the first affected. However, even young children

appeared to form values which differed from their parents and to develop an awareness of how

to bypass parental resources and access external supports. The theme 'school' and'91-1'

emerged during responses to this question.

'Who do you lean on?' was question number 4. The answers suggested a small circle of

support - spouses (2 fathers and two married mothers), friends (2 unmarried mothers), the

church through its outreach programs (one father and all 4 mothers), government (one father)

and the Sudanese community (one father). Two fathers said 'no one,' although one expanded

to include assistance in accessing his children's schoolthrough the church. The parents'
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interpretation of the question emphasized 'leaning on' someone who could provide practical

assistance.

Winter climate was noted as a factor that restricted social relations. One father stated

that Sudanese people's inclination to visit each other was overridden by their discomfort at

getting around in the cold. At a separate point a mother noted that she did not go out of her

house at all her first winter in Winnipeg. ln fact she had wanted to return to Sudan despite the

troubles there, rather than endure the effects of winter. Both she and another mother claimed

they could now conduct household errands, participate fully in work, visit their children's

school and attend their church despite the winter because they now had cars and were more

comfortable getting around personally and with their children.

Although all the parents spent many years in a country of asylum, none of them

expressed satisfaction with that period of their parenting experience [euestion 5]. ln fact, this is

the only reference made to racial prejudice. One mother was physically hurt during hertime ín

asylum, and related this directlyto racialtensions. Onefatherexpressed great agitation atthe

real possibility that not only his children but other members of the family could have been

attacked.

The theme 'Good/Bad' came up amidst answers to question 6. Given the scenario of

preparing a family still in Africa and about to come to Canada, the parents in the study

highlighted the importance of holding on to moral values. The Canadian-based parents wanted

to preparethe prospective newcomersfora change in parenting patterns, and a change in

socially acceptable behaviours in the host country. lnterestingly, one father suggested people in
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Sudan no longer favoured moving to Canada as there was hope for peace in Sudan and

awareness of the difficulties in Canada for settling and maintaining a Sudanese polygamous

lifestyle. ln his interview he highlighted that in Canada a man could only afford one wife

whereas in Sudan a man was more likely to be able to afford more than one wife. [He díd not

comment on the fact that in canada a man is only allowed one wife at a time].

A mother said prospective newcomers heard that in C.n.O. they take children from

their parents and were turned off by this. Another mother said she would dissuade a family

from coming, especially if they had young or teenage children as the Canadian environment did

not support sound moral values.

Answers to the potential for relocation [Question 7] suggested that Canadian-based

Sudanese parents had actively considered returningto Sudan but were aware of the challenges

of safety, the need for resources in order to return, and the likelihood that they would not be

able to effect the desired changes they wanted to see in Sudan. Only one parent (a mother)

stated a clear desire to relocate to the Sudan in the short term. Two mothers wanted to go to

help their country folk and to show their children their homeland. The fourth mother wanted to

return to visit elderly relatives if she could afford to go. Three of the mothers were aware that

despite their own interest in going back to visit, their children had stated a lack of interest in

relocating to Sudan.

The fathers also had varied thoughts of going back to Sudan, and were just as cautious

as the mothers. One father had already been back to visit and was committed to havíng his

children complete their education in Canada before any further thoughts of return. One father
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recalled an extremely traumatic situation which led to his fleeing his homeland and he is not

considering a return. Another father wanted to go to Sudan to test the social climate himself

and see if the promised peace was solid before he would move his family back. The fourth

father would send his son back for relatives in Sudan to help in correcting some negative

behaviour which the father attributed to too much 'good' life in Winnipeg. However, the father

himself did not wish to return to Sudan and wanted his son to come backto Winnipeg once his

behaviours had been corrected. Despite nostalgia for the clarity of gender roles and moral

values which the fathers recalled from their life in Sudan, they were also pragmatic about the

lack of resources and disruption in their homeland.

The gender question [Number 8] elicited a range of responses. Whilst all the parents

noted the change in gender roles during their settlement in Canada both mothers and fathers

were divided on what to make of it. They all reported disruptions in Sudanese family cohesion

as a result of women feeling support in Canadian society for women's independence.

Money played a role in the change in gender relations. Mothers were given government

cheques to assist with the children's welfare during early settlement. For some, this was their

first bank account in their own name. One mother related the story about her husband tryingto

cash her cheque and being told that since it was written in his wife's name she had to come in

person. Her husband tried several banks with the same result until he reluctantly informed his

wife about the cheque and instructed her to come to the bank. Once there, the teller educated

the wife about opening a bank account in her own name.
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This same mother felt there was a pressure in Canada on women to go out to work. She

based this on the urging by settlement workers that she should find work and their direction to

job training courses and language courses to improve her English. Once she began earning

there was a resultant ongoingfocus on money as hersocial assistance was cut back. Her

previous focus on home life and her new work schedule led to a tension in her family between

the two arenas of responsibility. The tensions between home life and work outside of home

were raised by three mothers. One of the four mothers highlighted her children's appreciation

for the money she earned.

While discussingthe issues of gender negotiations in Canada both mothers and fathers

used the word 'Listen' which became an emergent theme. Both sets of parents noted that

women in Canada tended to no longer'listen'to Sudanese male authority. Two fathers had

adjusted by seeing the advantages in not holding with tradition. They were able to pursue roles

they could not have done in Sudan. The single father felt he had more authority in his home

being both mother and father without the social pressure to find a new wife that he would have

been under in Sudan. Another father felt gratefulthat he could be a fulltime student while his

wife went out to work although he felt awkward in his childcare role.

Despite the high male unemployment reported bythe participants neither mothers nor

fathers referred to a loss in confidence in fathers due to unemployment. The point they all

made was the difference in the Canadian societal attitude to women which impacted the

Sudanese concept of male authority.
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Question 9 was developed from the migration literature in which African immigrant

parents reported losing their place in Canada (Matsuoka & Sorenson;200I). While half of the

participants agreed thatSudanese parents did lose primacy in theirfamilies in Canada, half of

the participants disagreed, feeling they had been able to maintain primacy in their own

children's life. ln orderto maintain this primacythose parents noted various strateg¡esthey had

taken - restricting their child's exposure to unsupervised social activities, arranging work

schedulesto ensure children were monitored at home and selectingschools and movingto

neighbourhoods which the parent felt were most favourable to Sudanese values.

Stories about school and the police featured duringthis question about parental

primacy. Although only one parent had experienced the loss of her nephew to the legal system

allthe parentswere aware of otherSudanese parentswhose homes had been visited bythe

police due to children calling 9l-l- or whose children had threatened their parents with such a

call. One father had tried to assist during a parent - child conflict and had been reprimanded

bythe youth in the family. This experience had significance forthis man as he recalled the logic

in the youth's argument which rejected the Sudanese principle of eldership and endorsed the

Canadian principle of individualfreedom of choice. References to Eldership as a Sudanese

principle for social order had been brought up by parents in earlier questions and resurfaced

here with several references to school as a place where parents'rights were questioned.

Question 10 asked what the most meaningful moments were for the parents in any

location they had lived. Parents'responses ranged from pride in being able to guide their

children to academic success, pride in being able to provide material resources and safety, to
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worrythat, based on Canadian standards, they had not created a positive impression on their

children. Fear that their children may grow up with negative moral values preoccupied two

parents in the study (one mother and one father). This fear was based on observations of other

families in the case of the apprehensive mother, and based on actual experiences with his son

in the case of the frustrated father.

The final question invited parents' sense of agency. What would they recommend that

would make Winnipeg the best place to parent? Two main issues were 1) safety of their

children from gang recruitment and 2) access to on-going support from agencies as the

settlement experience continues. Regarding safety the parents suggested culturally sensitive

communication with schools and the police to address the concerns of the parent about teen

gangs - gang recruitment, easy drug availability and street safety. They also had become aware

that some Winnipeg neighbourhoods were less safe than others and felt that immigrant

families should be directed to the safer neighbourhoods.

Regarding support in settlement the mothers in particular felt the settlement time

frame was too short and only skimmed the surface of settlement issues. One mother said her

questions arose over time as her children grew and she noticed a change in the parent-child

dynamic. By then the two year settlement period was over and she did not know where to go to

ask her questions. Two mothers strongly recommended on-going, hands-on, community-based

workshops for immigrant mothers. lt was also suggested that there should be a special focus

on immigrant parents, as parents had unique, long-term responsibilities compared to non-

parents or compared to children. Other recommendations were the formation of networks for
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rapport with the parents of their children's peers and conducting research into immigrant

parents' stories (such as this research). The parents' recommendations are further discussed in

Chapter 7: lmplications for Social Work Practice.

As can be seen in this chapter the responses coded by question provided a wealth of

information on the lifeworld of the Sudanese parents in Winnipeg. ln preparingto analyse the

transcripts I decided to select words that recurred throughout each interv¡ew and across all B

interviews regardless of interview question as this seemed to represent the collective voices of

the parents to a greater degree than the questions did.

ln the next chapter the three emergent themes are presented separately with extensive

reference to the parents'own voices. Each theme is discussed at the micro-level of the parent

in their lifeworld. ln Chapter 6 the themes are discussed within a macro-systemic framework.
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Chapter Five - The Emergent Themes
The responses to the interview questions presented in Chapter 4 provided a wealth of

information about the Sudanese parenting experiences in Sudan, in interim countries and in

Canada. Within the answers were a small group of words which came up repeatedly and which

conveyed concepts which I will present in this chapter as emergent themes. The words were

Listen - as in 'l want my children to listen to me'; School - relating to a place of learning outside

of the home where unfamiliar adults taught and conducted activities which affected family life;

9LL - a phrase used to convey the involvement of the Canadian police in domestic spheres; and

words that conveyed binaries in morals: Good/Bad and Right/Wrong.

ln this Chapter direct quotat¡ons from the parent transcripts are used to illustrate the

emergent themes. Within each theme there are nuances where a particular parent may

express a variation on the theme or where mothers may express variations not expressed by

fathers. Following the illustration of the theme I discuss the way the theme appears to convey

an aspect of the parents'collective life worlds, their intimate experiencing of life as a Sudanese

parent in Winnipeg.

5.1 Theme 1-:'School'and'911'
The word 'School'and phrase'91-l-'occurred together in several instances and are

presented as a joint theme. The words convey the parents' dilemma between their Sudanese

value of respect for authority including teachers and the police, and the unanticipated negative

impact these authorities had on the parents' perceived rights as parents and on their

relationships with their children within their homes.
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5.L.1 School for Children
All the parents valued education for their children as a worthwhile way to advance in

society- have respect, demonstrate character, get a good job, earn adequate money, position

the family in a good societal position. They generally saw their children's academic success as a

meaningful marker in their parenting journey.

Phrases reflecting this value are:

' My duty is to make sure thot they [my children] get the EDUCATTON (tMl; 7.8);

' Oh, Winnipeg is good. Yoh. Yoh. t hove chonce to work. My chitdren go to SCHOOL. (tM2;
1.1_.7);

' I like when my children grow up ond follow EDUCATTON here in Conada. I don' have
onother problem. I will be happy.(tM3; J.1.2);

t I hove lots [of meoningful moments in Canodo]. But the best one was lost yeor when my
son won o scholarship to go to IJNIVERSITY. t was just thrriiilled! (tWL; J.J..Q;

' My kids ore going to SCHOOL. I don't have to you know, stop them going to SCHOOL

becouse they have to go and stond [in the food line], moybe wait for like a week ond
push on line to get through. (lW2; 5)

' So, for me the meoningful time for me in Winnipeg, or for me in Canodo ... to start ...
getting myself fsettled]... This is your house. And this is where you gonno stay ond you're
responsible for your children to go to SCHOOL ond here [is] the money in your occount
ond you go do shopping ond be responsible as o parent! You know. (tW2; 1-8.6)

' Cønado is good ... I bring my children here becouse in my bock home is fighting ond no
peoce thot's why I come here. I need my children LEARN more. Thot's why [we went to]
Egypt. Egypt, ond then came here - Conodo. (lW3; j.j-.s)

' Let [my children] grow up first ond then we will see. When they finish high SCHOOL -
yøh. When they in UNIVERSITY ... letthem just [poss] thot ,.. you know teenoge stage. tf
they poss then [if] they're good kids they gonno become good forever but if not ... you
know [audible sigh] ... I don'know. (tWa; i_2.3)
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While the parents highly valued getting an education for their children all but two

parents conveyed an accompanying anxiety about the content of the Canadian curriculum.

Something about what happened at school generated a wary attitude within their children

towards parents. The parents conveyed a perceived alliance:Schooltaught children about

children's rights Inotfilial duty] and 911 (the Canadian police). School called 91i. Inotthe

párentl if they had a concern about a child. Children called 9L1 [not their parent] when they

had a concern about how things went at home. 91-1- responded to the child's call [without

reference to the parent]. School and children and 9l-1were therefore experienced as a

combined force challenging a Sudanese parent's relationship with their children.

A father conveyed the perceived alliance. He also had a suggestion of how school social

workers could intervene in a way which complemented Sudanese parents' efforts.

' I know in schools SOCIAL WORKERS they hove the obligotion to report ønything to
POLICE. lnstead of going stroight to POUCE it still would be good if even if SOCIAL

WORKER sees something, like bruises on the child, insteod of colling POLICE then it
would be good to tolk to the porents: Did you beot up this child? [Porent reply:] Yes.

[Then sociol worker could osk:] Why? (lM1; L4.6)

His suggestion is to talk to the parent when a case of abuse is noticed with the view of helping

the parent. The first step in helping would be finding out what has been going on in the

relationship that led to the abuse. From this father's perspective the socialworker would then

work with the parent to identify the underlying issues and address these issues rather than

calling the police and initiating an investigation at that level. His suggestion conveys a perceived

difference in the level of intervention with the social worker being less intimidating and more

problem-solving than the police.
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To Sudanese parentsthe Canadian school system was a necessary risk and not'safe'. A

parent had to be vigilant to correct the implications taught in school regarding parents as

suspect rather than being able to feel endorsed by the school philosophy. One mother felt the

school paralyzed the parent and a father said schools tell children that parents'beat you up'. lt

is likely with this wariness, on the side of the parent in this study and possibly also on the side

of the school, that well-intended efforts by both parties may be misunderstood.

(. 't 'j ft.f .?
.lt.t.,k J.L A

'911'was used as a phrase and conveyed the unwelcome intrusion of the police into the

sanctity of the Sudanese parents'space with their children. This'space'is sometimes a physical

location such asthe home and alsothe school. Space also included psychologicalspaces. One

such psychological space was the child's perception of their relationship with their parent.

Another psychological space was the parent's lack of confidence in relation to the authorities.

Only 2 Sudanese parents in this study spoke of any direct contact with the Canadian police

regarding their family situation. But 4 additional parents referred to stories which they held as

credible about Sudanese children being 'taken away' from their families for reasons which they

considered invalid. Of particular concern is the reversal of power within the home with children

threatening their parents with '9L1' for incidents which the parents felt were inappropriate.

The parents' general feeling was that the Canadian system of surveillance of Sudanese family

life was unfair yet beyond redress.

' Kids, they ore told [by their porent] not to do something bod, something wrong, ond

[when the parents] show them whot they're doing, and whot the porent sees - they call
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9tL. The POLICE comes in. So the POLICE tokes the rights from the porents not the child.

(tML;1-a.6)

As soon you soy: Why did you do this? [Your child soys] Well, you saying this to me? I'm
colling 9Lt. (lW2; 1-6.2)

[The mother said] I have to ask you! You're just eleven years old. This not the time not to
be home. Since you left SCHOOL ot whot time - three thirty? Now it's like eight o'clock.

[The doughter said] Well if you soy onything I gonno coll the POLICE ... collgtL. ... And

fthe mom] go to her [doughter] ond soy: Ok. Come here. She pinch [the doughter] ond

[the doughter] coll977 ond 977 say: Well, you don'hove to [pinch her]. Thotyoung girl
says that her mom is olways beating her. You know. And that wos lie. Lie. She just lying,

soying lies becouse she just wont to get her mom in trouble. So the kids were token.
(tW2;1-6.3)

She said he's six yeors old and he [soid that he] will coll the POUCE ... Because [her son

soid thotl they tell us in SCHOOL if the mom pinch you or something or dod or something
like thot you hove to call977. And he colled! He is six yeors old ond he ...he colled! Yeoh!

The POLlCEmen come...flW ; fi..2)

Couse I told [my friend's fomily] now my kids they don' know. They just know 977 is for
emergencies - if somebody sick ot home! Yoh. lt's not for POUCE for something like thot

[reporting on porents' behoviour]. Becouse the kids they supposed not to know thot.
Parents hove to guide [their children] you know! (W ; 1-1-.5)

The term the'government'was used as reference to a source for possible change in

supportfor parents. The changes which they suggest range from adaptations of the current way

of doing things to new ways of doing things. A mother suggested that the 'government' form a

Sudanese committee to discuss cases of concern with 'Family Services'. One father suggests the

'government' should help him send his son to Sudan to the son's uncle where behavioral

correction would be effective.

One mother related the residual impact of a current procedure. She told a story of a

social work intervention which resulted in children being returned to the home after removal
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bythe police. Even though the children were returned she referred to the distress of the

intervention itself:

' So, ofter I think three doys, the interview snd the involvement of SOCTAL WORKER the
kids were brought [home] but they were you know under like SOCIAL SERVTCE

supervision. Which is something you know os a porent you don't think thot [woutd
hoppenl. You know. It's your child. (lW2; L6.3)

5.1.3 'ScÄrool' for Fare¡rts

Adult job training and language training were features of life for several of the Sudanese

parents in this study. Although five of the parents referred to havingtertiary education

themselves priorto arrival in Winnipeg [lM1-, 2&4; lW1&4] they still had to go back to school

for some form of qualification to participate in the Canadian workplace. Of these educated

parents three spoke of re-training in Winnipeg specifically to get jobs [lM4; lW1 & 4] and two

previously educated fathers spoke of goingto classes for English-language [1M2, & 4].

However, none of these jobswere at a similarsocial position asthe onesthey held orcould

hold in Sudan (See Chapter 4; Table 2). One wonders about the impact on the confidence of re-

located Sudanese parents when they find that despite their years of education they have to go

back to school in Canada only to emerge with menial leveljobs.

Being able to speak English was highlighted by five parents as an important aspect to

coping with social interactions with the authorities in the settlement agencies, schools and the

police IM2, 3 & 4; lWl- & 3]. Two fathers spoke of learning English after they arrived in

Winnipeg. One mother referred to her own limitations in the use of English. One father noted
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that knowledge of English was a privilege of formal education in Southern Sudan. Sudanese

parents from Northern Sudan were more likely to speak Arabic and this was the recent

expectation for Southern Sudanese also.

5.2 Discussion of Theme- School and 911.
Allthe parents placed a high value on education and five of the eight parents had

invested in their own education up to a tertiary level prior to arrival in Canada. The parents'

participation in this research also indicated a belief that academic research was worthy of their

time. There may however be a cultural difference between school - the social institution, and

education - the process or method of instruction. Three of the parents were trained and

experienced teachers who may be aware of the difference between the philosophies in

curriculum in schools.

The parents appear to express a dilemma. lt is their deep seated belief that education is

the way to enhance their family through discipline, socially recognized qualifications, and

relevant skills. They made an assumption that Canadian society would be pleased with this and

that their support for education would elicit a positive reaction to them as parents. They

assumed an inherent relationship with the teacher that would acknowledge their commitment

to this ideal of education.

Their dilemma expressed in various ways and to varying degrees is that the school

curriculum includes an ethic - individualistic, rights-focused, youth-centered, expression

without boundaries. The effect of this ethic for the parent is that it displaces the parent's

authority, encourages the child to think, speak and decide for him/herself in a way that

challenges the power balance between parent and child. The socialization that comes through
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the school is therefore significantly different from what the parents expected. lt may only be at

this point in the migration journey that a parent recognizes the difference between 'Canadian

school' and the parent's perception of 'Education'.

Several parents noted that on arrival in Winnipegtheywere in charge. Afterthe children

had gone to school for a while things changed; in a negative way from the parents' perspective.

Coping with this dilemma is expressed in both a problem-focused way and an emotion-focused

way. Problem solving attempts included two mothers going into the school and talking with the

teachers. One mother and one father chose a school that they felt would support their

perspective of education (Catholic and Church schools). Several parents implemented

monitoring systems - neighborhood patrols or child minders, alternating work shifts to have

one parent available to monitor, or self-sacrifice (give up sleep, and personalgoals in favour of

monitoring child) A father enrolled his children in after-school activities to tire them out. Two

mothers noted the influence of their residential neighborhood in adding or removing

unwelcome distractions.

The parents referred to emotion-focused coping mechanisms which can be summarized

as:

Distoncing: 'My children are Canadian now. What can I do?'; 'l won't express satisfaction

until my children pass the teenage years.'

Rationolizotion'.'My children had to change to fit in.' 'Parents have to change to avoid children

leaving home; becoming bitter; being unable to understand their parents'
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Distractions: 'After my children are educated l'll be able to return to Sudan.' 'lf I had money I

would return to Sudan,' 'Orphans in Sudan need me. I would be valued there.'

Anger:

Jeolousy:

Hope:

Pride:

'The teacher ignored my wisdom, my primacy as my child's mother'. 'The state

reduces parents to child minders under their scrutiny'. 'My training and

experience as a teacher are disregarded, even as it relates to guiding my own

ch ild ren.'

'ln the school are many influentialvoices besides mine, the voices are anti-

parent.' 'My culture and position are undermined.'

'lf you are lucky things will work out. lf you are lucky."Canada is a great country

with great people. I hope my children will become great people too.'

'One of my children has achieved a goalthat lvalue! - a scholarship; completion

of first year university'

Certain censored coping methods were referred to - essentially around physical

punishment. The dilemma around these was clear. Parents had themselves grown into adults

with values because of, or at least despite, physical punishment. They observed their children

and other children guided by the Canadian non-physical ethos with d¡sgust - lack of respect for

elders, self-centered, threatening their parents, abusing substances, joining gangs. A father said

this caused 'hopelessness'. The threat of 9L1was confirmed as realthrough stories known to all

the parents.
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The Sudanese parents had two dilemmas in connection with Canadian school and the

91-1system. Send your child to schoolto enhance their life chances and riskthe influence of

anti-parent philosophies present in school, or stick to your concept of discipline as you believe

is cultural and effective, and risk havingyourown child reportyou tothe authorities at school

or 911 and risk being condemned to jail or being labeled by Canadian society as a child abuser.

The parents in this study chose to send their children to school and their resentment at the

attendant risks to their relationships with their children was evident in their voices.

5.3 Theme 2: Listen
A second theme which emerged from the B interviews was a comparison made by the

Sudanese parents between children listening in Sudan and children listening in Canada. Having

been raised in Sudan it is the Sudanese tradition of listening to those who are senior, especially

one's parents, which informed the parenting expectations of the study participants.

Listening did not refer simply to a behavior, as in the somatic definition of concentrating

on hearing something (Collins Concise Dictionary i-998) but more particularly, it referred to the

attitude of taking heed, of giving value to the person who is speaking.

One reason why a Sudanese parent expected their child to listen was a concern that

they keep their children safe. Their experiences had taught them that they needed to protect

their children. They did this by figuring out a family safety strategyto which they expected their

child's compliance. One father relates his concern in Egypt, the country where his family sought

asylum as they waited to come to Canada.

The most importont moment thot I had [in Eqypt]....1 had the feeling thot, you know,

when I tell my kids, 'Pleose do not go out." And they listen to me, they stoy indoors, then
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I say Okoy. ....Becouse getting your kids on the street, interocting with other kids is

dongerous. lt is o recipe for potentiol problems. Your kids get into o fight with the

Egyptions ond the Egyptions when they ore coming they moy bring weopons. They moy
hurt your child, and not only your child but even you! When ltell my kids ond they listen

to me, I become very proud. flM1; 1-3.7) ..... if kids listen to you ...ond you keep your

children out of trouble, thot is ... the key. (M1; 1-3.9)

For this father having his children listen created a sense of pride that gave his role as

father a purpose. These were the most meaningful moments in parenting for him. lt was also

the main value he wanted his children to keep from their Sudanese heritage. He notes that this

respect is not generally maintained by Sudanese youth in Winnipeg. When a child does not

listen the Sudanese parent could be 'in the space of hopelessness'. Having a child 'listen' meant

appreciation forthe parent's revered role, in the above example, the role of protector.

5.3.1 Age as a factor in Listening
The teen years were found to be most challenging based on the difference between the

parent's expectation as experienced in Sudan and the chíld's attitude based on the Canadian

context. Age proved to be a cultural concept. Three of the parents made note of the fact that

in Sudan until a child sets up their own home with the blessing of their parents, the child, even

at thirty years of age, continues to be expected to 'listen'to his parents. At this mature age

'listening'appears much like a Sudanese social observance. The parents all contrast this to the

age of eighteen in Canada, where a person is legally an 'adult'. The Canadian concept of 'child'

and of 'adult' is not the same as in Sudan. The law in Canada imposes an influence over the

tradition of Sudan. The quotations below illustrate the point as expressed by severalof the

pa rticipa nts:

Like bock home [in Sudan] even if you're thirty you have to stoy home. tf you didn't get
married, you have to stoy home ond hesr your dod. You hove to respect them. You hove
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to. lf you are going onywhere you hove to tellthem you are going ond then I will come

this hour, exoct hour I will come, or moybe ofter two hours or three hours. But here -
they just ...you know, 'l hove rights. I om eighteen yeors old. Moybe I will move out of
the house. I will do whotever I hove to do' ....what, whot, whot - oh! Just crozy! (W ;
8.7)

So, the kids when they... [come to Winnipeg] they turn agoinst the porent even. They

don't wont to hear whot you ore soying! But bock home [in Sudan]! Doesn't motter even

up to you're thirty, if you not morried, you still hove to respect your parents. But not in

Conada. lt's reolly difficult to raise kids in Conodo. (lW2; 8.2)

....Here, when ....your children get to moximum eighteen yeors, seventeen, they connot
understond you ogain. They just wont to do whot they know. ....they say because they

know English better thon you ond they know everything in the street ond they hove a lot
of knowledge. Better than mom ond father. So, thot is difficult for us now. (lM3; L.8)

It's good in o woy becouse fmy grondchildren] are still young, you know. ..You can still
say 'No don't do this 'or'Don't do that'. They will listen. But the crozy age is oround

sixteen. (lWL; 3.a)

When I came here my children is little, is not grow up. Everything is good because they

listen me ond they don' know street ... Younger they ore okoy. But now when they reoch

oge eighteen, seventeen now [¡t is] d¡ff¡cult to follow whot I tell them. (lM3; a.5)

I soy No. I om not o Conodian porent at oll. I'm an Africon porent and you know whot?
l'm not chonging my words. You want to come [in my house] you hove to respect me ond
you hove to listen to whot I'm soying. Becouse I know you are eighteen but you still calls

me Mom. And you're my doughter ond you hove to listen to me. (lW2; 8.1-)

Where I come from ony child must respect on elderly person. Must listen. When an

elderly person calls ond soys "Come. Pleose why do you do this?" the child hos the right
to listen. Respect for elders is something they hove to keep. (lM1-; 5.9)

As lsoid you ore getting into o different parenting style [in Winnipeg]. lt is quite olien to
you os a newcomer. lf the kids don't listen to you ond there is not ony other way of
moking them listen to you then of course you know, you ore in the spoce of
hopelessness. You feel you have lost your place os o porent. (lML; 11-.5)

5.3.2 Other influential factors to Listening
Age of the child however, did not appearto be the only factor in listening. ln the earlier

section on School/ 911a six year old reportedly called 911to complain about a parent after
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learning about this resource from his Canadian teacher. This was not the age at which the

Sudanese parents expected a child to be influenced into not listening exclusively to his parent.

It was the strength of the influencing party, in this case a schoolteacher's advice, which

appeared the significant factor. As more Sudanese parents have Canadian-born children the

impact of external agencies may become more influentialthan age of the child as to whether

the parent can keep their child's attention.

lnfluencing factors also included options for reliance on one's parents for practical help,

culturalcapital and financial support. Friends and parents of friends from non-Sudanese ethnic

backgrounds may not share the same Sudanese concept of deference to parents and may be

willing to provide shelter, food and other resources to Sudanese children who reject their

parents' authority. Government financial and housing supports to eighteen year olds as well as

private sector part-time and entry-level jobs for teenagers provide independent financial

resources and social connections. Amongstthe parents in the research one mother had a

daughter who moved out at eighteen to live with friends; one mother's nephew moved out to

live alone and ended up in jail. One father had a son who dropped out of school, hung out with

friends and came home at erratic times with police reports being made to the parents regarding

their son's undesirable behaviour.

The excerpt below is from a Sudanese father who tried talking to a wayward Sudanese

youth:

lf I tolk to [o Sudanese child in Winnipeg] some of the children w¡tt tett you 'you know
what? You didn't toke [me] into Canado! ....You ore not toking core of me. t'm taking
core of myself. ..1 didn't listen to my Dod. How do you expect me to listen to you?' ...tJ
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the child decides to toke care of him or herself or if the child decides ...not to listen to
pørents. This is the question. Whot do you do? (1M1"; L2:3)

The excerpt below ís from a mother not¡ng her perspective on children's self-direction in

Winnipeg:

[lf they stoyed in Sudan] I think those kids would be good kids. And you know they have
to listen to the Mom ond Dod. They don't ...like t told you [here in Winnipeg] if you ore

eighteen you hove to do whotever you hove to do. Even if you ore ten if your porents say
'Don't do thot' you cdn say "Yes. I will do it.' because they teoch you [in winnipeg] that
we hove to do whotever we like to do. (Wa; L0.5)

The following excerpt is from a mother noting a change in sequence of events in parent-
child interaction between Sudan and Winnipeg:

ln Sudon, ond in Africa, if the children moke a mistoke then Iparents] totk ...if [the chitd
doesl not listen ... then punishment. But here aoooh no ... it's to tatk ond then [the chitd]
call 9L1-. ..Sometimes I think [obout] here ond then bock home. tt is difficutt. tt is
different. Yoh, it is different. Yeoh, different becouse the children is not listening the
porents!.... ls not lísten and then to do somethings [which are] not good. (tw3; 2.5)

5.3.3 Ambiguity - Is the Sudanese requirement that children listen so crucial?
While seven parents reinforced the importance of Sudanese style listening one father

appeared open to an alternative strategy and one mother was uncertain if insisting on this

expectation was wise. For the father who did not express'listening'as hís major expectation his

alternative was to understand the secret to what made Canada 'a great country'. He appeared

open to change as he wanted his children to be 'a great people too'. This father said he had to

be'awake'to the other influences on his children. His strategy was to block out the negative

voices rather than force his children to listen specifically to him.

Children ore eosy to be influenced either in positive woy or negative woy. So you hove to
be aware to see your children ore being influenced in o positive way. Becouse both woys
go together - like in the city you moy hove heard thot there ore some young people who



ore ¡nvolved in gong octivities ond thot those people - those young ones they keep

recruiting the teenagers ond my kids ore teenogers so... if I om not owake [my kids] will
be recruited by the gongs. And so, if I om awoke they will continue on the right track.

For this reoson I need to be awoke (lM2; a.5)

I know they are octive people - the kids ore very octive So whot I d¡d, t hod to look for the
ploces thot would keep them engoged so thot their activities would not be something
negotive. So ...there is o progrom ovoiloble by my living ploce like sport octivities and
other kids progroms so I let them go inside the activities so thot they con leorn positive

things and they ore spending their time so when they come home they come ond are

olreody exhausted and hungry! (lM2; 5.5)

For one mother who was guardian to her Sudanese nephew in Winnipeg it appeared

better notto press a young person who was not listening. lf the young person reacted

negatively to parental/ adult pressure the results may be worse than the disrespect to the

adult. She holds this opinion 'because is different here'.

Maybe community needs to sit down ond to tolk. If moybe my son or my doughter is to
make o mistoke, moybe sit down ond tolk slowly. lf fthe child] listen - good. If not lísten

- then leove like that, because is different here. Moybe children move out of their home

in [to] o house and then feel olone ond make somethings not good. Thot is the problem.

(tW3; 2.s)

With safety as the major focus of 'listening' some Sudanese parents appear to have

modified their opinions the wisdom of making 'listening' a demand.

5.3.+ Listening among adults
The word listen was also used with reference to spouses. Two of the four mothers were

married at the time of interview. Both felt uneasy with the gender reversal in Canada as it

affected 'listening' between a Sudanese husband and wife. One married mother identified that

a major difference in Winnipeg was that the Sudanese wives no Ionger'listened'to their

husbands. ln fact, Sudanese husbands now 'listened'to their wives. The word was used to
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convey who is'the boss'. The person who has to listen is not the boss. She notes that a husband

'listening'is not the way gender relations were in Sudan. ln this woman's family she is currently

the sole income earner as her husband had been laid off for some time.

Yoh is different [in Winnipeg compored to Sudon]. Men and women is different becouse

the mothers they hove something, ...plon for whot I don't know. The fathers sometimes

is different ...is not.together. The mother is talking different ond then sometimes the

fathers is not listen. Thot's why sometimes people is in the middle. ..You know, is not the

same like in bock home. ...Bock home the mothers listen the fothers. You know thot? But

here is different. And then she, mother, is everything. Everything. And moybe the fother
is listen the mother. .,But [bock] home - No. Man is boss. Here the mother is boss. Yah!

(tW3; 1-0.a)

The second married mother felt this gender role reversal led to marital separation with

negative effects on the children. She also was the sole income earner in herfamily as her

husband has been studying in the hopes of regaining his professional status through a better

job.

Some womens they took [the Conadion settlement] orientotion in different woy. Like

broke the fomily - the dad is stoy away from the kids ond she with the kids. Or

sometimes the dod with the kids and mom ... thot's ... [s¡gh] I don' know ... like womens

hove rights. Like bock home you know you womÕn just a women. You don't hove rights

like ... the husbond is everything - hove to tellyou what to do, whot not to do. ...But here

... oll womon ... especiolly immigrant, oll immigront not [onty] Sudonese, they just

seporote and ...one of them is gonna be moybe with the kids. And sometimes you ore

working ond the kids will be by themselves home ond they will do whotever they wont to
do and thot's why the kids are oll in the ...street ond nobody will guide them. (Wa; 1"0.L)

One married father expressed a similar opinion with the married mothers; that

Sudanese immigrant families break up as a result of wives not listening.

Sometimes some of [the mothers] say 'lf I come to Conodo I con't give up my woy of life.

ln Sudan when my husbond tells me it is this I have to listen.' But some moms they soy
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'You know whot? This is on outdoted theory. We ore in the world ond everybody hos a

right.' [Sudanese] families which takes this kind of action they don't go far ...they break

up easily. (lM1; 9.1-)

The three participants who were separated, widowed or divorced parents had a wider

variety of opinions as to gender equality of 'voices'. Two mothers were not married at the time

of interview. One was divorced and the other separated. The divorced mother became divorced

in Winnipeg and attributes her marital Oreát up to different rates of acculturation between

herself and her husband particularly over the topic of control of money. ln her family this

mother was also the sole income earner.

Since we came here we don't have a good ...like family talk ... We just start thinking.

See? So, all the time he's talking about Oh I You know what? I need money and now ...

you just putting thís money in the [children's] educotion plon and ...you wanno show

off. (tWL; B.B)

The single mother on the other hand sees a definite advantage to being heard in

Canada. Her single status was a negative in Kenya where she sojourned. She felt she risked

losing her daughter there due to the culture of early marriage amongst girls.

When you ore like o single mom you ore like a dog without a tail. You don' gain o lot of
respect. ... So ... for you as a single Mom ond because of the culture you hove also to

respect men, so you won't say onything. And even not too long enough you would see

your daughter may be pregnont so you rather, you know, let her go, get morried (lM2;

1o.8)

Amongst the fathers the opinion on listening was expressed in varied ways. They

focused less on their experience with Sudanese mothers and more on the change in cultural

expectations for fathers in Canada. The widowed father and two married fathers said that for

Sudanese men listening or attending to children's voices was new. ln their opinions some

fathers adjusted, some did not.
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As I said people ore different, traditionolly, occording to our culture the role of mon in ...
the porentol role of man in our [Sudanese] society is not thot big form compored to the
role of women because[Sudonese] women ore more responsible for the children when

they are still young. So [fothers] moy just go ond ploy the role of ... [breadwinner] ...ond

thot is the big role obout ffathering] - how to succeed in thot port. But when they come

to Canada it is like the role of father ...you hove to be oware from day to doy bosis how
your child is gonno live todøy. So that is become o very big problem for other fothers.
(tM2; 9.a)

[Sudanese fothers] ore the people that provide ... livihg forfamily. While [Sudonese]
wives should stoy at home. Thot's how we were roised. Yeoh [chuckles] so it's different.
So if l'm in Sudan I ...1 could not stay at home to toke core of ...five yeors old kids! But
now in Winnipeg everyone is inclined to do that job. Not just five yeors old kids, even

...less thon five yeor old kids. We toke turns in takinq care of our kids. So thot's the

benefit. (Ma;7.8)

Even the man olso they have different ideo how to stay with the children ond somebody

con not like to stay o lot with the children. Different husbond [ore different]. And the

different husband con stoy with the children oll the time because they like children to
moke something like fun. Something like that to be happy! Becouse when you stay with
children you be hoppy sometimes even when you ongry. You angry ond sometimes when
you look [ot] your children - they do funny, you be hoppy ...but another husband, they
don' like thot. He cannot stoy with the children ond they con angry with the children's

behoviour. (lM3; 8.8)

fl would soy to a Sudanese newcomerl ... if you hove a five years old [ch¡ld] instead of
jumping from here ond there to moke ... to accomplish oll these big dreoms [of life in
Conoda whichl willtake you nowhere ...you won't occomplish onything overnight. But be

content with whot you got now ond focus on your child to make sure that ...you ore with
him. So thot he will get used to you ond listen to you. Yah. That's whot I would soy. (tM4;

6.4)

These Sudanese fathers appear to be grappling with the incongruence between their

own traditional expectations that their children listen to parents and their increased non-

traditional involvement with their children in Canada which allows them to be more aware that

this listening is nottaking place. Theirdeliberation is apparently uniquetothe changed cultural

context.
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5.4 Discussion of theme: Listen
ln this theme 'Listen'the parents express their disappointment and frustration when

they are not able to control, attract or sustain their child's attention so that the child takes heed

of the parent. They stated an expectation that their voice would have some primacy with their

children, that their opinion would be accepted as trustworthy and be the first source of

reference. They saw their insistence that their child listen as a protective parental

responsibility.

Apparently the societal culture in Sudan would redirect a wayward or distracted child's

attention back towards the parent. ln Sudan the socially reinforced respect for elders and the

desire for social approvalwere factors which directed a child to'listen'to their parent right up

to the age of thirty or whenever marriage occurs. Also the lack of alternate resources may have

directed the child to depend on being seen as dutifulto their parent. Being dutiful may provide

a required social influence in Sudan in order to marry well and to access other roles associated

with status in Sudanese society.

Sudanese parents are then faced with a potential loss of an aspect of their originalvision

that led them to bring their families out of Africa and into the Western world. lt took many

years of application and waiting in a country of asylum to get to Canada during which time

parents were able to hold their children close. After a short period in Winnipegthe participants

in this sample allspeak of the potential or actual loss of their child's attention.

The participants note there is also a change amongst adults. ln Winnipeg both men and

women have choices as to who they attend to, to whom they 'listen'. The traditional Sudanese

male hierarchy is not holding in Winnipeg. Much is said about women not listening to men as
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was the Sudanese tradition. Some Sudanese fathers note that they now listen more to their

children in the Canadian context. lncreased Sudanese father-domestic involvement and

increased Sudanese mother-workplace involvement are changing the gender dynamics within

Sudanese homes as expressed in this theme 'Listen'.

As the Sudanese parents change it is likely that their children note these variations on 
.

Sudanese tradition at home in addition to the new Canadian culture outside of home. The

parents did not suggest, however, that their children stopped 'listening' to parents because

they saw women stop 'listening'to men or men start to 'listen'to women. The concern

expressed bythe parents related to marital breakup which could lead to gaps in parent-child

supervision. The parents may not therefore anticipate that changes in power in maritalgender

relations will extend to parent-child relations. lt is likely that the Sudanese tradition of

hierarchy by seniority would be expected to still apply - children listen to their older,

presumably wiser parents regardless of marital disharmony. The expectation of 'listening' is still

very basicforthe Sudanese parents in this studyyet in the context of Winnipegsome changes

in this expectation appear inevitable, though not anticipated nor welcomed.

5.5 Theme 3: Good/Bad; Right/Wrong
Thethird theme which emerged from the collective interviews of the Sudanese parents

in this study related to a Sudanese parent's moral responsibility to direct their child in any

cultural situation in which the family found itself. This was apparent in the parents' use of the

words 'good' and 'bad'; 'right' and 'wrong'. They wanted to encourage their child in what was

'good' and 'right' and steer them away from what was 'bad' and 'wrong' .The parents felt it was

their 'duty' ,'role' , Job' to secure aspects of their Sudanese cultural ethic in their children as an
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anchor in the turbulent Canadian multicultural waters. Although the words present binaries

from parentto parentthere were variations which produced a range, of values albeit a fairly

restricted one. Within this range parents wrestled with the extent to which they retained their

Sudanese cultural ethics in Winnipeg. The theme Good/Bad; Right/Wrong presents a rich and

often agonizing debate on moral philosophy amongst the Sudanese parents as a community as

well as within individual homes.

5.5.1 Lowering an Anchor - Respect for Parents
Although a range of family values seemed to be evolving during the settlement process,

all eight Sudanese parents expressed conviction with one traditional value - respect for the

parent role. For most of the parents this traditional value was absolute, above reasoning and

not up for discussion. Regardless of social approval or personal benefit this type of respect was

a definite.

For two fathers and three mothers, 'respect'was reflected as deference to the parent's

status as Parent. One father expressed his distress at a situation where a son rejected his

parents'advice statingthat he had his own opinion and choice of action. Forthe fatherthis

disrespect was beyond his capacity to overlook. His observation was 'Now you are in conflict'.

For this father, conflict was undesirable but inevitable when a child chose not to show respect.

The issue of physical punishment came up in relation to moral training. The father above

was open tothe social norm in Canada of alternativesto physical punishment as a wayto

enforce values in a child. He noted that physical punishment was the social norm in Sudan and

other African countries and was socially approved in those places. He, therefore, located the

context of Canada and the approaches which are socially approved here. He referred to several
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Canadian approaches which he held in high enough esteem to share with other Sudanese

parents:

I om telling them [Sudonese newcomers] do not raise your hond. Do not use physicol

punishment. Solve your problem verbally. Talk to your child. Deol with it thot way. Leod

your child with exomple. Always if ony child does onything WRONG do not yell on that
child becouse otherwise it will be construed to mean verbol sbuse and so forth. So tolk
kindly. ... And if anything should go WRONG try to correct them the RTGHT thing by, you

know, taking to the exomple. (lM1-: 5.2)

However, faced with a lack of respect from a child after employing the Canadian

alternatives the same father felt a line had been crossed in accommodation.

Moybe this is something thot has been toking ploce over o period of time and the
porents; they have run out of potience. So the only option is to use force, yotJ know. They

know thot it is against the low but ...whot con they do? (lMl-: L4.9)

Despite Canadian imposed consequences, for this Sudanese father it was beyond

tolerable for a parent to accept lack of respect - which is a Sudanese parent's basic expectation.

This cultural value was worth going to Canadian jail for, although jail itself suggested a negative

social assessment.

As one mother put it, her maternal devotion was grounded in her belief that her role

was to ensure that her children were morally anchored. That context explained the physícal

action she chose.

I wont [my children] to be o better people! I wont them to be o better Conadion

citÌzen! So I have to tellthem what's RIGHT! I have to you know, discipline them or
pinch them. You know when I pinch them it doesn't meon l'm gonno killthem! t'm
not gonno shock thot child. I wont to soy very strong: Don't do this agoin! You know.
(tW2; L6.7)
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I would tell [newcomers] ... some advice -like you have to reolly hong on as a porent

- telling your kids whot's RIGHT ond what's WRONG. And don't stop ... tolking. And
that's whot I told my kids. Until the doy that you see the ground is open ond they put
me down there - that's the doy I will stop tolking! (lW2; L1_.7)

Although reference was made to the social norm in Sudan of children remaining in the

household until marriage, it appears that respect for the parent's status extends beyond

departure from the parent's household. The above mother spent a lot of time explaining the

connection between what she was taughtto be right and its connection to intrinsic life values:

When you start to breost feed your child that's how you know ... tt's the feeling of being
parent - toking responsibility to be o porent. ...When you corry o boby you olways wishes

the best for your child or your kids if you hove two or three or four of them. You olways
wishes the best for them. So when I hod my child and storted to breost feed the child. t

realized thot I om a porent. I now become a porent! And whatever my porents used to

tell me - do things, whatever the odvice they were telling me it start to record in my
brain. lt start to come bock. Soying ok this is whot l'm gonno tell my child when she grow
up. And I have to tell her ond I have to teoch her so she will be o nice child like whot t

used to be. And whot my porent used to tell me I hove to tell them too. So ... thot
moment when I had my baby ... that wos the meoningfultime to me of being o porent.
(tW2; L7.7)

When this basic value is ignored by her own children she expresses deep distress.

lfeel bod. You know, I, ... sometimes you know ... t cry. And t keep soying this up to now. I
say you know, this is not how I was raised. And I myself I cannot even look in my Mom's
eyes. Even if todoy she would be olive I wouldn't do thot. Thot not RIGHT. (W2; a.9)

ln the section above, the absolute value of respect for parents was presented

particularly in the voices of two parents. ln many of the interviews, respect for parents was

combined with respect for elders in general. However there was less certainty about absolute

respect for elders in a multi-cultural setting as we see below.
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5,5.2 Respect for an Alliance of Elders

Several of the Sudanese parents made reference to an intrinsic principle of 'Eldership'.

Elders were senior persons who through life experience were able to offer sound advice and to

whom deference ought to be paid. Elders worked together for the protection of children and

the teaching of moral values. Sudanese parents in the study noted with disappointment that in

Winnipeg not all senior people were 'good'. Some misled children into gangs, drug use or

towards an anti-parent philosophy.

There ore grown up people outside there who ore in the community who ore using

those kids to their benefit ond getting those kids involved in oll their BAD proctices

(lML: 1"a.1)

Say with my kids, if they meet on elderly person ond on elderly person tells them the

RIGHT thing they should toke it. But if thot turns out to be controry then, that is

unfortunate. You hove to turn it down. lf I see o child doing whot is WRONG t hove

the morol obligation to soy to that child 'You know whot? Whot you ore doing is not
RIGHT'. Becouse by being an elderly person, and I expect on elderly person to do the

some. (lM1: 6.3)

Awareness had developed amongst the Sudanese parents that assigning 'Eldership' in

terms of positive ethical mentor was not to be indiscriminately awarded in their new setting.

Nevertheless, the reaction seemed to be that the 'bad' elder should not triumph over the basic

intrinsic Sudanese value that elders be respected. A solution to this problem of harmful elders

is suggested by three fathers - keep them away from our children.

The respect for elders embraced community members beyond the Sudanese ethnic group. One

Sudanese mother related how she instructed her daughter to get up and give her seat to an older

woman on the bus. The daughter objected saying otheryoung people did not do this and she would be
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ridiculed by them. The mother insisted, the daughter stood to give the older woman the seat and the

older woman said thank you. The mother interpreted this 'thank you'to her daughter as a 'blessing'.

5.5.3 Elders - Contextual Considerations
The parents noted that Winnipeg and Sudan were different contexts however they

aimed at resolving the difference in context by specifying the points of exception to the

Sudanese tradition of Eldership. The Sudanese context offered a more narrow range of options

and homogeneity not found in Winnipeg. Parents could more easily anticipate consequences to

theirown and theirchildren's actions. At leasttwo parents contemplated a cultural 'time out'

during which the challenging child was returned to the Sudanese context for a period of cultural

re-orientation and then returned to Winnipeg once a sound moral anchor had been restored.

Some mothers related the salience that respect for eldership had in Sudan. Respect for

elders benefited both the child and the parents. The child was monitored and kept safe, the

mothers were kept aware and honoured in the Alliance of Elders.

Raising kids in Sudon ...for me it wos eosier ...becouse the environment there ond the
culture and restriction of the society itself, it helped, you know. It moked it eosierfor me
or other porents to roise their kids becouse in Sudon, my neighbor would be like my
blood sister. ... Would toke care my kids, would even if l'm sick she would be able to
come in the house ond cook ond do everything for my fomily. And even she would take
time to come visit me or stoy with me in hospitol. ...5o you know, thot olso makes it
eosierfor porents, even if you're single mom you con be oble to roise kids. Anotherthing
is olso, kids in Sudon - Nobody would soy this is X's child. It's everybody in the
community responsible for the child. When you see my child doing something out there,
you wìll call.

[ln Sudon] somebody even doesn't know me but she knows thot chitd díd something
wrong could coll: Come, come, come here. Come! Oh, I know you! Come here! The chitd
would come. [The odult would] soy: Why did you do this? Huh? Why did you do this?
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That not RIGHT. You not ollowed to do thìs. If you do this I om gonno tell your Mom.
(tW2;1.3)

ln Sudon it's much eosier because you alwoys with your kids in the house and then there
is the freedom for the children to go outside ond ploy. And you don't need even to go

ond to look for them. Because the whole community is looking after the kids. Not only
you raising the kids. They know who ìs this child ond who ploy with this. Any body in the
street is not going to touch your child. But here it's very tough for us. (W1; 1.5)

The omniscience of 'they know who is this child and who the child is playing with'

provided a comfort that the Sudanese parents missed in their new context. The Sudanese

parents also noted a change when their children referred to moving out or actually did move

out from their parents' home. The concept of 'moving out'was apparently not anticipated and

was interpreted as a rejection of the parent's protection and a breakdown of thefamily ethos.

There's something stort to go WRONG in this place [Winnìpeg]. My daughter, when
she start she iust soy: You know what? lt seem like you ore just out of control. You

know. I don' wonna stoy in this house. I say: Where ore you gonno go? [She] soid: I

don' wonna stoy here. Becouse you wont me to be ot home at this time and you

want me to do oll of these things ond you wont me to be here. l'm not in jail. You

know. See other kids ore out there. [t] soy: Ok. Thot's whot you wont? You ore
seventeen years old. lf that's whot you want ok, I don't hove a problem. You go. ...

You go. But in my culture o child oll in Sudan no o child hove to get out of the house,

or o doughter or your son until they get married. (W2; 6.8)

Because it is different here [in Winnipeg] ...maybe children is to move out of the
home, of the house ond then live olone ond then moke something [that] is not GOOD.

Thot is the problem. (lW3; 2.8)

Although a father referred to earlier in this theme suggested a Sudanese parent may

have to face the negative Canadian assessment of jail if he used physical punishmentto insist

on respect, two parents suggested another method. They suggested that the child be returned
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tothe Sudanese context in which this absolute moralvalue is not up for question and physical

punishment is socially approved.

lfl I have money ... |m not gonna stay here [in Winnipeg] but I will come bock [from
Sudanl when my kids you know ... they know what is wrong; what is right. (lWa; 9.5)

The [Conodion] government [should] collect [the Sudonese children who ore

misbehoving ondl to take them back to Sudon, becouse when they go to street they
con do something BAD to government ond thot BAD can come for your [famity]
nome. So it should be difficult. [We] supposed to can tølk to the government. ls not
GOOD children con go to fight, to kill to do something WRONG which is the Conodian

don' like it. The Conadion brought you here to come to feed your children, to

[educote] children, to be o GOOD future in your life. But children they don' like that.
Whot con you do? You supposed to toke them back to your country. lM3; L0.7

The Sudanese parents in the study had a heightened awareness ofthe new Canadian context.

Their deliberations focused on how to interpret the context and develop a strategy that they

believed would work for their families.

5.5.4 New Canadian Context - Weigh in the moral anchor and drop it ,.,where?
From the Sudanese parents'deliberations about strategies that can work in Canada one

father expressed the viewthat in this new Canadian context Sudanese parents should change:

So I would osk [Sudonese newcomers] to occept the chonge in their woy of porenting ond

adiust to the more Canodian way of porenting. For if they stick on their own woy of
roising kids [i.e. the Sudonese way] that might couse bitterness on their kids. (tM2; 7.3)

This father has been a single parent in Winnipegforthree years and has gathered

experience in those years through raising five children by himself. Two of his children are now

teenagers. He also participates in Sudanese/Canadian community organizations. He arrived in

Winnipeg at a time when many Sudanese families were placed in the city. He recommends a

tolerant, relativistic approach. Ratherthan see cultural issues in binaries of good or bad he
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emphas¡zes that Sudanese parents should note the change in context and adjust to the new

Canadian cultural norms.

This father also notes that the newcomer Sudanese parent may not have the cultural

capitalto interpret and applythese Canadian norms. This challenges the intuitive perspective of

parentingwhich is possible in a familiarsociety. ln his choice of words (below) he seemsto note

the consequences of cultural disadvantage, language in this case, in eroding the Sudanese

moral anchor. His perspective suggests active reflection - Sudanese mothers want their

children to grow in a 'right' way, but mothers don't have the Canadian language to be

sufficiently informed about what their children are doing, mothers are therefore not providing

the guidance they otherwise may provide.

Most of the mothers don't speok English. Yoh so ... And children dre very, very smart so

they cheot their mothers. They cheot, they deceive ... They deceive their mothers. The

[children] soy we ore going there and we ore doing this ond mothers don't understand -
these kids ore spoiling. 5o... mothers olso ... they ore looking forward as usuol to see their
kids ore growing ... in a RIGHT woy but through their ignoronce they fail olso to give o
GOOD porental role. (lM2; 9.6)

What is 'A good parental role'? ls it dependant on cultural capital? The mothers

described above do not understand the Canadian context in which theirchildren are operating.

Would they parent differently if they did understand the context?

A contrary view is put forward by a mother who has lived in Winnipeg for ten years. Her

opinion is grounded in her personal experience in Kenya and Canada where she raised four

children through theirteen years, as well as from her observations while giving assistance to

newcomer families. She strongly recommends a Sudanese-based, intuitive sense of right and
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wrong. For her, the Canadian context enforced her position of holding to the absolutes based

on her cultural intuition.

I don'hove to copy whot some parents ore doing out there [in Winnipeg]. Porents is
doing this. I hove to do this to you guys [her children]. No. I won't do this. Becouse t have
to know whot's GOOD for my fomily. And t do whot I know they would benefit f rom ìt
snd is helpfulfor them, then I would do it. Not because somebody's doing it t have to do
it. No. Won't do thot. (lW2; L2.5)

This mother, as well as the father cited previously, presents the active deliberations

amongst Sudanese parents regarding the prudence of change. Despite a change in cultural

context it is not automatic that there should also be a change in moralvalues. The Sudanese

parents who relocated to Winnipeg in 2007 are pioneers, there are few Sudanese to observe

and from whom to learn. Because they did not come with their own parents they instantly

become the Sudanese elders in Winnipeg. Their deliberations will greatly affect the debate

over absolute respect for Eldership and other moral issues which Sudanese parents in Canada

encounter.

5.6 Discussion of Theme Good/Bad; Right/Wrong
ln their use of the words Good/Bad and Right/Wrong, the Sudanese parents in this study

appear to be wrestling within and amongst themselves regarding how to respond to the impact

on their moral philosophies brought about by re-location to Canada. Clarifying this philosophy

appears crucial as it is the parent's own moral anchor as well as the anchor they throw out to

their children. One Sudanese philosophy is that there is absolute good and absolute bad. An

absolute good is respect for parents. This respect is not up for discussion, nor is it to be justified

- it is absolute.
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More open to discussion amongst the Sudanese parents is whether the tradition of

respect for elders is a culturally transferable absolute value. Are there qualifiers for this

respect? Must elders see themselves as such to warrant respect? Do elders need to be in

alliance with each other and uphold similar values? ls it therefore not simply seniority or status

(e.g. being a biological parent) which is the qualifying factor? lf not what is? Most importantly

what do Sudanese parents teach their Canadian-based children on ihis matter?

One Sudanese father notes'bitterness' may develop in children when Sudanese parents

'stick on their own way'. Being morally anchored in Sudanese tradition could then be also seen

as being'stuck'. Which Sudanese moralvalues are anchored in cultural context and in a new

harbor need to be lifted and new anchors lowered in the Canadian location? lf a parent feels a

Sudanese value is absolute and must be anchored within their child is the only option to return

the child [or whole family] to the original context of Sudan, or another hospitable harbor,

temporarily until the child [or family's] moral anchor is more firmly formed? This active

philosophical debate is expressed by allthe parents with much angst.
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6 Chapter 6- Contextual Discussion of Themes
ln this chapter the three emergent themes from the eight interviews with the Sudanese

parents are reviewed in the contextof thetheories on immigrantfamily life presented in

Chapter 2 and the context of social history. Change is a feature which affects the context of life

both in Sudan as well as in Canada although possibly at different rates and in differeñt aspects.

The Sudanese parents entering Winnipeg in 2O02jumped from a whirlwind on the African

continent into a whirlwind on the North American continent. lf they searched for peace it was

peace from war and armed conflict, but the legal, psychosocial and cultural changes in a city

rapidly expanding by means of new immigrant families do not create calm. lnstead Winnipeg is

at an unsettled place as it tries to manage the integration of its new demographics.

There is a phrase every newcomerto Canada hears astheysettle.'This is Canada'refers

to the way things are done, the underlying principles of communal Canadian life. lt may be

more accurate to say 'This is this location in Canada since event X, Y OR Z aL I,2, or 3 period in

time.' Canadian practices regarding family life have been undergoing change as we will explore

in this chapter. Placing the Sudanese parents' observations within a socio-historical context

offers the possibilitythat change in Winnipeg can be directed to address their domestic

concerns and also facilitate the enhanced productivity that is the goal of Canadian immigration

policy. ln this regard the personal is political and the political is personal. This concept of

interrelatedness between what happens at home and what happens in the wider society

provides a helpful perspective for the following discussion.
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6.1 Relevance of Immigration Theories on Settlement
Of the two immigration theories briefly introduced in Chapter 2, Sluzki offers

predictable stages at which challenges to immigrant family life may occur and when external

support can be helpful. The reflections from the participants in this study suggest a predictable

stage by stage concept is inadequate. Their own experiences do agree with the initial

performance levels in Sluzki's curve. They performed well in their preparation to leave the crisis

of war and social upheaval in Sudan and successfully completed the application process and

long wait-times for refugee entry into Canada. Upon arrival they were dependant for a while on

Canadian based settlement organizations, but during that time their performance levels as

parents seemed to remain intact. Severalof the parents said their children continued to'listen'

to them in the first few months after arrival in Canada. As predicted by Sluzki the family's

performance levels fell when the children went to school and the parents experienced

disorientation due to the employment situation in Winnipeg. However, many of them were still

dealing with under- and unemployment when they were interviewed for this study after an

average of six years in Canada.

Despite this personal disappointment they maintained a significant level of performance

as parents. Theyset up homes in yet anotherforeign situation, accessed the necessaryfood

and clothing, and got their children into school. They have participated in Canadian community

life to such an extent that based on the referral of significant community members they

volunteered to participate in this study. All eight parents said helping others was their reason

for participation in this study-to inform about Sudanese family life and to change Canadian

policy towards immigrant families. The fact that they responded to personal encouragement
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rather than referrals by agencies likely suggests a preferred medium of communication and not

a deliberate rejection of the formal written brochure/ poster medium of invitation. Had they

been in a peaceful situation in Sudan their level of parental performance would most likely have

been much higher. However, their current family performance in Canada suggests that they are

actively engaged and aiming for improvement.

Their reflections demonstrate a high cognitive appraisal of their situation and they

present solutions and recommendations as well as a pragmatic view of their social position in

Winnipeg. Doubtless each parent has experienced some form of crisis stage as they settle,

however only two mothers and one father singled out crisis points [nephew's incarceration,

daughter's abrupt departure from home and son's involvement in 'the street'.] These three

parents appearto have come to some place of resolve and did not present as being in active

crisis. They do however appear to be hypertensive to a potential negative impact from their

Canadian social surroundings. This could cause them to move either into crisis or if their resolve

is functional move up to a heightened level of family performance.

It is in the crisis stage of Sluzki's performance curve that its usefulness diminishes. Does

the family's performance necessarily follow a linear direction up or down? lf the family goes

into crisis should the social work response reflect pathology?

Berry's Acculturation Strategies (2006) seem to be very relevant at this point in the

discussion of the Sudanese parents'perspectives as it provides a framework which anticipates

movement during settlement from one level of sensitivity to social participation to another

level and possibly back again. Berry points outthat both the immigrant and the receiving
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soc¡ety have choices. The majority of the Sudanese parents in the study appear to choose to fit

into the'lntegration Strategy'which makes them a good fit forthe current Canadian

multicultural policy. Berry's model of personal strategy of lntegration and the corresponding

government strategy of Multiculturalism theoretically allow that a Sudanese parent can hold on

to their homeland cultural heritage whilst also embracing and interacting with other cultural

groups in Canada.

Berry's model also allows another choice - that is, some Sudanese immigrants in Canada

may prefer to hold on to their homeland culture and avoid/ reduce interaction with other

groups (Separation strategy). The mother in the study who said she would return to Sudan

right away if she had the money, wished to separate from Canadian culture until her children

knew'good and bad'. Once they had attained an acceptable cultural morality she would bring

them back to Canada (lntegration strategy). Likewise, the father who wished to send his son to

Sudan for a period and then bring him back to Canada once his behavior had improved,

appeared to want to implement the Separation strategy for one member of his family for a

specified period and then changeto the lntegration strategy afterwards. Berry's strategies

allowthat at various stages in the family's developmentthe acculturation strategy may also

change. lt is this aspect of choice that makes Berry's strategies useful.

lf it ís assumed from the eight interviews that the strategy preference of the Sudanese

parents is integration with an intense concern from two parents regarding moral values which

leads them to consider temporary separation, then the following discussion looks at ways to

facilitate Sudanese parents' integration into Winnipeg with attention to participation in
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developing moral sensibilities. lntegration would include mutual accommodation by both the

Winnipeg society at large and the parents in particular.

During the interview/conversations the participants revealed a high level of personal

development (education and/or reflection), and distinct values and expectations for themselves

and fortheir children. The parents expressed great interest in their parenting role in Canada. As

parentstheyfeltaneedtobe'awake';itwastheirduty,theirjob;itwastheirworry. Their

concerns focused on cultural adaptation as it affected the relationships within their homes

between themselves and their children and between marital couples. They highly valued their

children's regard and expressed pride in their children's academic achievements. Their

experiences as immigrant parents included years in a country of asylum outside of Sudan and

an average of 6 years within Canada. They expressed appreciation of the improved quality of

life for their families in terms of material goods and access to education in Canada.

6.2 Macro-Systemiclssues
Despite their appreciation for the material improvements to their life and access to

services such as education, the Southern Sudanese parents in the sample experienced

disorientation. They had a number of assumptions which did not seem to flt w¡th the Canadian

situation. They assumed Eldership - an alliance amongst adults, which was distinguished from

any alliance which may form between adults and children. ln effect they assumed a hierarchical

socialstructure in relation to seniority. Within that hierarchythey also assumed a primacy of

family in their relationship with their children which was distinguished from any relationship

other non-family adults may have with their child. Thirdly they assumed clarity on values

amongst parents and other potential adult role models for children which distinguished
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between positive attitudes and behaviours and negative ones and in turn endorsed the

hierarchy of eldership and primacy of family.

The Sudanese parents noted factors outside their families within the wider Winnipeg

society that negatively impacted their households - the Winnipeg youth gangs, an

apprehensive attitude from social institutions to parents, a reduced social standing for

immigrants, changes in gender role, their children's heightened awareness of children's rights,

children's access to resources externalto the home and a lack of social appreciation forthe

parents' cultural values.

Some of these socialfactors will now be discussed with a socio-historical lens as it is my

belief that this knowledge provides context, validates the Sudanese parents' perceptions,

illustrates how change has occurred and describes how further change may therefore be

approached. Admittedly, social change enlightened by knowledge of history is not initially likely

for a new immigrant; however, after a few years in their host country when immigrants have

garnered some cultural capitalwith which to interpret such knowledge and a host country

policy that invites new citizens to participate in policy formation, change is increasingly

possible.

6.3 The Canadian Socio-Historical context

6.3.L Governmental and Legal Context
The laws governing Canadian families have changed over the past century but some of

the ideology remainsthe same. Priorto 1867 Canadian families in povertywere seen as'moral

and economic threats and their children were to be 'bound out'to proper self-supporting

families who would not taint the children with their parental failure' (Hick2002;96). There was



a link made between poverty and parental failure. [Some may say that this perspective endures

in 2009.1 Legal amendments in tB74 allowed that'courts would decide whether a child's best

interest would be better served with his or her family, one parent or an employer.' (ib¡d 95).

The 1893 Children's Protection Act gave the Ontario Children's Aid Society 'the right to remove

neglected or abused children from their homes and become legal guardians for such children'

(Bala, 2004;3). To ensure the welfare of children in Canada, child welfare societies have

developed in allten provinces and have an official legal mandate. ln Manitoba this organization

is called Child and Family Services.

Child welfare agencies walk a fine line between supporters who believe they should step

in and remove children in a pro-active effort to avoid abuse, and critics who feelthese agencies

weaken familial relationships rather than facilitate families to build on their strengths. Child

welfare is increasingly legalized with 'the courts continually struggling to balance concerns

about the protection of the constítutional rights of parents and children within the family, with

the desire to promote the welfare of children'(Bala;6). ln 2004 Chief Justice Maclachlin wrote

'Children need to be protected from abusivetreatment... yetthis is notthe only need of
children. Children also depend on parents ...for guidance and discipline to protect them
from harm and to promote their healthy development within society. A stable and

secure family ...is essential to this growth process.' (Bala; 6)

It isthis legalization of child welfarethat brings in the police, brings in formal family risk

assessments and in the face of liability, brings in professional accountability for social workers

and schools. There have been cases where children have been abused in families which were

known by agenciesto have difficulties. This has resulted in reduced personal discretion and

greater cautiousness on the part of professionals who interact with the families identified as
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needing support. lt is this type of historical series of events that makes the social support

balance lean towards social control rather than toward socíal care.

The historical link associating poverty with parentalfailure places a poor yet committed

parent in a defensive position. Refugee parents, who arrive without resources and aim at

working to pay off their transportation loans to the Canadian government, will likely be poor for

a while. ln order to work and or go to school for English language skills or employment

readiness immigrant parents will need to place their children in school or day care. As one

mother in the study explained, she was expected to look for work shortly after her employment

readiness was completed. She had five children. The work schedules of the mothers in this

study made setting up the interviews very challenging. AII four mothers worked in either

hospitals or other residential institutions and had night shift work. For the married mothers it

was in a way fortunate that their husbands were unemployed and could help with child

supervision duringthe night. The separated mothers had olderchildren and used strategies

such as the telephone to maintain some supervision of their children whilst away at work.

6.3.2 Non-family involvement and the Work/ Home Balance
The work/home balance is a continent-wide problem for families. North American

scholars in the United States of America as well as in Canada have written on the issue (Hewlett

& West, 1998). Canadian researcher Anne-Marie Ambert (2007;1a) highlights the North

American situation where children spend extended periods with peers and what she calls

'serial'caretakers in daycare, in school, in aftercare and then babysitters in the home. Ambert

then makes a cultural comparison with child care in the African traditionalsociety of kinship

and family linkages which model more consistent relationships and offerthe child a sense of
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belonging. Describing contemporary American family life styles Elkind (2002;35) refers to 'the

permeable family' due to all the services required from non-family resources who influence

family life. He also likens the North American home with a bus station. Parents and children are

so programmed by activities outside the home, including school activities, that home is only a

place to rest before heading to another destination. ln a situation such as this he bemoans the

fact that schools now teãch what parents should - character development and sex education.

The Sudanese parents arriving in Winnipeg in 2000 find themselves plunged into this

socio-historical context and have intuitively understood the North American dilemma. The

mothers who work nights so they can be awake when the children are at home have made an

intuitive adjustment. The fathers who are learning to listen to their children are also becoming

aware of the influence of other voices on their children. However, having become aware the

next step is less clear. The Sudanese fathers who are unemployed, such astwo of the four

fathers in this sample and both the husbands of the married mothers in the sample are

available to engage in active fathering. However, North American child raising [children's group

projects, talking to teachers, volunteering in schoolsl is a whole new world for them where

Sudanese intuition may not help. Additionally, one father said that though he was home he was

so worried at his lack of employment that he was nonfunctional with his son.

6.4 Contextual Discussion of Theme'School/ 911'
This section of the discussion now moves from the broad socio-historical context to look

specifically at one of the three themes raised by the Sudanese parents. The alliance which

parents sensed intuitively between school and 9L1 is real. Winnipeg School Division [40

schools] has 5 school resource police officers stationed ín 7 high schools and also serving their
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feeder schools. The purpose is'to promote better relations and understanding between the

kids and police' (Martin, 2008). The Winnipeg Police Service, School Education Section, is also

reaching out through its website and the Take Action Schools program

http://www.winnipeg.ca/police/ [300 Winnipeg City schools]. That purpose is broader and aims

at parent groups as well as students, giving presentations on bullying, drug awareness, gang

awareness, internet safety and so on.

The case of police officers based in schools can create a tremendous range of reactions

from immigrant parents. The need forthis presence confirms that school is not safe while at the

sametime offering reassurancethat action is beingtaken. ln a situation where children have

such direct access to the police and active programs are aimed at building rapport between

children and the police, the threat in the '9i.L' stories [where the police come in the home and

take the side of the child overthe parentl to which the participants in this research referred,

may appear valid.

One district of the Winnipeg School Division, the Louis Rielschool Division states in its

Newcomer Family Reception brochure that it has the highest number of refugee students in

Manitoba (Louis Riel School division, 2008). The newcomer programs offered refer to services

for the children but not for their parents once registration has been completed. The school

division web site does provide documents parents can read on the curriculum and safety in

schools. The availability of online resources does not necessarily mean they are accessible to

Sudanese parents or that this medium is the best means of communicating with them. lRecall

in the Methods section that the researcher's brochure forthis study was largely unread even
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when in hand. The method that worked for this research was direct interpersonal referrals from

people known to the parents].

There are also other non-academic professionals in Winnipeg schools providing services

to newcomer students. ln the lnner City School District, dedicated professionals including the

school's English as an Additional Language (EAL)teacher, the Child Guidance Clinic (CGC) and a

settlement organization identified children originating from war affected countries who needed

extra attention (Arruda,2008). ln an article briefly describingthe project and best practicesthe

CGC newsletter highlights that the fastest growing age group among newcomers is children,

and schools are a major vehicle of socialization. As the Winnipeg schools do their best job to

socialize newcomer children, the parents of these children also need to process what their

children are experiencing away from home and how that impacts home and parent-child

relations. This processing will be experienced differently for each child, as each child may react

differently to the school's efforts. The average number of children of the parents in this study

was about 5. Sudanese parents therefore have to process what the school is trying to achieve,

howitisdoneandhoweachoftheir5childrenrespondtothisintervention. Atthesametime,

the parents themselves are also going to school to learn/improve English language skills,

working shift work in entry leveljobs, acculturating themselves and maintaining the home

space.

Some EAL classes are located in regular schools. The lmmigrant and Refugee Committee

of Manitoba (lRCOM, 2009) runs its literacy classes in nearby elementary and junior high

schools and provides on-site child minders some of whom are from the newcomer community
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itself. This is very convenient for newcomer parents and maximizes the use of resources such as

teaching space and equipment. lt also means that parents are students in the same school as

their children, a situation which creates an opportunity for the parents to become familiar with

the school and their children's teachers. However, parents' student rote may convey to both

parents and children that there is a leveling off in status.

The challenge for the Sudanese parent is firstly to take this all in and then to decide how

to respond in an unfamiliar culture. Children spend long hours in school underthe influence of

the adults there. The Sudanese parents' comments about school/ glL reflect Elkind's

description of the 'permeable' family (Elkind, 2O0Z;35).

6.5 Contextual Discussion of Theme'Good/Bad; Right/Wrong'
Multiculturalism in Canada means those Sudanese families, as well as all immigrants

from fairly homogenous cultures, are immersed in a context of diverse views on just about

everything. The angst with which the Sudanese parents described the theme 'Good/Bad;

Right/Wrong' can be considered to be a feature of a multicultural society. Southern Sudanese

parents arriving in Winnipeg in 2000 [5 years before these interviews] entered a highly dynamic

societal structure. Theirvery arrival was part of this dynamism. Priorto the l-990'sthere had

been few Sudanese in Winnipeg's population. Prior to the 2003 Refugee Group Settlement

policy, the focus had been on individual refugees who, after a period of their own settlement

and understanding of the Winnipeg culture, may then have sent for their children and spouses.

Those pioneerfamily members may have been able to'interpret'the culture forthe rest of the

family. Entire families arriving all at the same time requires a new range of settlement services

geared to individual family members. Settlement tends to focus on school, language,
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employment and shelter. Facilitating the resolution of cultural disorientation requires a unique

application of settlement services.

It is difficult to pin down absolutes in an environment where so many diverse points of

view are allowed expression. The human rights that allow a Sudanese parent to expect that

their cultural norms will be respected are the same human rights that allow another cultural.

group to endorse another set of norms. Cultural norms influence the very decision to have a

child and also the number of children deemed optimal. ln the literature on the value of chíldren

in Africa (Dyer 20O7; Nsamenang 2000)value was placed on the child's potential to offer social

security in illness, and old age, assist with labor, confer socialstatus (by proving fertility) (Dyer,

2007, Nsamenang, 2000). Another study on Nso children [West African tribe] lists in priority the

characteristics of a'good'child -obedient and respectful, filialservice, hardworking, helpful,

honest and intelligent (Greenfield & Cocking, 1994;139). ln the present study the Sudanese

parents stressed respect for parents and for elders. This would fit well into an African

environment.

ln North America adults no longer have a halo due to seniority. Much concern has been

raised at abuses to children by adults. This used to be hidden in the confines of the home space,

or private areas where adults had access to children. Through active consciousness-raising by

child safety advocates the issues firstly of physical abuse and then sexual abuse have been

highlighted and have resulted in the formation and development of child protection agencies as

described in the discussion on schools. The Canadian lncidence Studyof Reported Child Abuse

and Neglect (Statistics Canada, 20OI;8) presents data collected by child welfare workers which
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is damning of relatives, with mother and father being the most alleged and substantiated to

perpetrate abuse or to neglect their children. Non-relatives were also investigated in the study

[although this is more thoroughly covered under police investigations] and include family

friends, children's friends and babysitters.

The Sudanese expectation of eldership therefore will not be accepted without

reservation by mainstream Canada. The concern is not about value transfer which appears to

be the concern ofthe Sudanese parents in the study, but of potential exposure to physical

abuse, sexual abuse, emotional maltreatment and neglect. The North American child is

therefore asked questions regarding safety, including emotional safety. Elkind depicts this when

he notes that children used to be asked after attending a party 'Were you good?' Now the

question is'Did you have fun?' (Elkind2002;39). The focus is on the child being able to express

satisfaction rather than the child's social competence or contribution to the event.

Even professionals working with families ín North America debate matters pertaining to

what is right and what is wrong. ln the Text'Current controversies on fomily violence'(Loseke,

Gelles and Cavanaugh, 2005) scholars debate opposite sides of severalfamily issues -the pros

and cons of child discipline, the value or lack of value in family preservation vs. child protection,

whether child abuse is over reported or underreported, the effectiveness or lack of

effectiveness of child sexual abuse education. These scholars support their opinions with

academic literature, empirical research and many personal hours authoring volumes reflecting

their point of view. The editors note that'the high quality of the presentations here repeatedly
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demonstrate how equally intelligent and dedicated people can come to quite different

conclusions.' (Loseke, Gelles and Cavanaugh, 2005; xix).

Diversity of values impacts the immigrant family when they may least be able to process

its impact and to respond. A Sudanese parent who wants to become integrated in Winnipeg

society can be overwhelmed by this societal debate in Canada. That is if they had the language

skills as well as the time to debate. While societal debates on morals rage, parents live in real

time and are occupied with home making, child-raising, liaison with school, budgeting, basic

personal care - sleep, hygiene; in addition to work and/or school. To keep their children safe

they must instill guidelines. The Canada Safety Council (www.safetv-

council.org/info/child/alone) advises -'Set firm rules, with clear do's and don'ts.'; Can the child

follow rules responsibly?' On a micro-levelthere are so many responsibilities that demand

parents' immediate and sometimes exclusive attention that joining the societal debates may

seem irrelevant.

Ambert (2001a) describes child effect - the effect a child has on his/her parent. The

focus on children's well-being can over shadow the fact that children, simply by their existence,

greatly affectthe adultwho becomes'parent'. ln a national poll of both parents and

nonparents the United States of America's National Parenting Association found 'lots of

agreement' amongst parents and almost opposite priorities from nonparents (Rankin, 2002;

252). American parents across races, genders and political persuasion had many concerns in

common simply because of the effect of their children on their budget, on their view of the

neighborhoods they lived in, plans forthe future and on their use of time. Children have as
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much an effect on parents as parents have on children (Lerner, Noh & Wilson, L998). The child's

reaction to their parent's efforts has a positive or negative effect on the parent and all this

plays out in a societal context.

The North American societal context is so diverse in its view on morals that Ambert

posits 'many parents become indecisive, unsure of themselves and unable to say no' (Ambert

2001b;201). lt is likelythat busySudanese parents will say'No'as they move in the confidence

of their familiar parental role untilthe Canadian culture enters their private home space

through their children's attitudes and behaviors. At this juncture the indecisiveness and lack of

confidence which Ambert refers to may occur due to fears of Canadian societal sanctions

described in the emergent theme 'school/ 91-1'.

Although an adult may be aware of the diverse views in the society, it is child effectthat

really brings this home. lt is when one's own children reject you, or venture into harm's way

thatthe attitudes and policies of the outside world become personal. This is when a policyto

place police in schools to establish rapport becomes a personal consideration. This is when

child abuse policies penned by academics and policy makers enter the home in a real way. At

this point, through child effect, parents experience what is described in feminist ideology as the

political is personal (Hanish, 1969). The political world of policy outside affects their domestic

world inside.

The Sudanese parents'angst is due to a juxtapositíon of perceived Canadian values and

the Sudanese ideal. The Sudanese ideal has been nursed through the 5 years waiting in refugee

sites and around Canadian Embassies. lt must be noted that Africa is no strangerto child abuse.
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South African authors Richter and Dawes (2008; abstract) explore societal aspects of child

abuse and note that 'the socialized obedience, dependency and silence of women and children,

create conditions in which abuse can occur, often with few consequences. South Africa has

extremely high rates of both physical and sexual abuse of children'. Forthe purposes of this

study and this discussion the issue is not the reality of abuse in Africa or Sudan in particular, but

the desire amongst the Sudanese parents in this study for an alliance amongst adults that

protects their children. They want their children to be safe and they want to be familiar with

the people interacting with their children.

As two parents in the study noted, they also have the option to return to Sudan,

temporarily or permanently to that traditional environment where there is clarity as to 'right'

and 'wrong'. However, change occurs everywhere including in Sudan. ln this study one father

who went on a visit to Sudan returned committed to keeping his children in Canada until they

completed their education. Sudanese scholar Abusharaf (2002;2006) notes that the effects of

war, urbanization of internally displaced rural refugees and increased migration to North

America have had a significant effect on Southern Sudanese-based families. Even in Sudan

tradítional values are being re-considered.

It is highly likelythat criteria forthe role of a Canadian-based'Elder'can be developed

but it will take time. Like the North American scholars referred to in Loseke, Gelles &

Cavanaugh (2005), the Sudanese parents in this study proved they were intelligent, reflective

and dedicated. The Sudanese parents are asking amongst themselves: How do we guide our

children in this new environment? How do we conduct ourselves as Southern Sudanese
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families in Winnipeg, Canada? The angst in their voice is evident. The answers may prove

discordant.

6.6 Listen
ln the theme'Listen'the Sudanese parents in the study emphasized wantingtheirvoice

to be received bytheir children as unique and trustworthy. Amidstthe cacophony of adult and

peer voices the Sudanese parent felt a need to become hyper vigilant to hold their child's

attention. Since the Sudanese attitude of 'listening' itself conveyed an element of deference on

the part of the listener, the process of parental vigilance only served to highlight the loss of

deference. As the parents noticed the effect of the many distracting voices on the parent-child

relationship they expressed varied responses.

ln response to the interview question 'Do you feelyou lose your place as a parent in

Winnipeg?'the parents were divided in their response. Some felt they maintained their status

while others were more apprehensive. Two parents appeared to question the value of

enforcing'listening' as the negative consequences could be a total cut off in parent-child

communication. Directly or indirectly all eight parents raised the issue throughout their

interview that, in Canada, Sudanese children were no longer listening to their Sudanese

parents, whether the children were their own or whether the comment was an observation

about other families.

Some of the factors the parents noted that children gave for not listening were: knowing

English betterthan their parent, generally having a better understanding of the Canadian

approach to things, becoming legally independent at age eighteen, influential other parties -

particularly peers, and being able to take care of themselves without parental support. Some of



these factors were more relevant to teenagers but younger children also voiced tendencies of

reduced regard for their parent's guidance. Wives also appeared inclined in the Canadian

setting to disregard Sudanese male guidance, possibly perceived as male dominance.

6,6.L Theme'Listen'- The impact of professional voices.
Social service professionals are guided by literature, research, policies, organizational

' mandates and funding agency stipulations. One guideline regarding families is that members in

the family should have a sense of individual identity. The notion of individuation'is a

psychologicalterm that has influenced many Western countries including Canada. lndividuation

refers to children gaining a sense of identity separately from their connection to their parents

(Ambert, 20Otb;37). Some influentialtheories about families such as Bowenian theory and

StructuralTherapy (Nichols, 2OO4;374) suggest it is dangerous for individuals to 'lose

themselves ín relationships'. lndividuation suggests a separation by children from parental

influence, and an acceptance of a philosophy that as children age into young adulthood parents

'must let their children go and take hold of their own lives' (ibid; 1-26). Although many texts

point out that in different cultures family relationships are expressed and are expected to

progress differently (Nichols, 2004;114) somehow individuation has become embedded in

Western philosophy and institutions despite increasingly cosmopolitan populations in Western

countries. lt will take strategic effort to incorporate other ideologies into the training of the

professionals who work with families (Green, 1998).

The expectation of the majority of the Sudanese parents in this study is not

individuation, neither for their children nor for themselves. Even as they look to their children

completing schoolthey speak of filial obedience to age thirty and hopes that if they return to
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Sudan their children will accompanythem. The parents in this study appeared to more fit the

concept of Familism shared by Asian, South Asian, and Latino cultures.

Familism is 'characterized by strong commitment to family obligation and loyalty,

including support, and a preference for geographic closeness' (Ambert,2OOI;73). ln the

literature on the value of children in Africa (Dyer,2007, Nsamenang,2OOO, Chuol, 2006,

Abusharaf, 2002, Fadlalla, 2007) emphasis was placed on the child's contribution to the 'family'

in its extended form. Even in marriage the adult child contributed to the family either by dowry

payments or by acquiring a wife who could contribute labor and income and provide children

who could in turn contribute to the larger'family'. ln old age a parent could continue to expect

an adult child to provide support. Adult children who immigrate also continue to send support

by way of remittances (Houle & Schellenberg, 2008) or by sponsoring relatives to come to

Canada.

Within the professional discourse there is a change underway from individuation to a

new philosophy. Psychologist Barry Schwartz (2000) suggests a careful withdrawal from the

ethic of individual self-determination to a positive psychology which articulates constraints,

commitment and a healthy vision for optimal functioning of human kind. David Eklind (2002)

extols the attitude of commitment in what he calls a move toward the 'Vital Family'. As the

North American discourse changes Sudanese parents may find that as they process which

Sudanese values they wish to keep here in Canada, and those which they may let go, they will

increasingly find a receptive environment amongst culturally sensitive professionals in which to
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discuss their aspirations of having their children attend to parental guidance and contribute to

family cohesion.

6.6.2 Listen - the impact of the media.
Much has been written about the impact of television on North American family life.

Not only does TV take the time from interpersonal dialogue in the family schedule, it also

infuses a range of thoughts intó the consciousness of the viewers. Sylvia Ann Hewlett and

Cornel West co-authored in 1998 'The War against Parents', with a chapter on 'A Poisonous

Popular Culture'. ln it they illustrate through excerpts from daytime talk shows and a historical

review of movies, songs and television programs how a philosophy of 'parent bashing' is fed to

the public in the guise of entertainment. Four years later in an edited volume they continue to

present the challenge facing parents, and Bernice Kanner (2002) contributed a chapter titled:

'From Father knows best to The Simpsons - On TV, Parenting has lost its halo'. ln it she

discusses the debate whether art (such as TV programming) leads North American life or

reflects it. Family life in North America has indeed changed over the past 50 years. Some claim

the traditionalfamily no longer exists and is redefined as'people taking care of each other'.

While not suggesting that the 'sanitized' electronic equivalent to 'Home Sweet Home'

embroidery is what is needed today, she does encourage advocacy for family programming that

does not present parents as 'nincompoops'.

Two Sudanese fathers in this study referred to television as one of the ways to keep

children from the dangers of the streets. lt is not clearwhetherthey also are aware of the

dangers in their living rooms. The family television set, or sets as so many families now have

more than one TV set, attack the desired family value of 'Listen' much more than we may
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realize. The North American societal environment, what Garbarino (1998) calls the 'socially

toxic environment' does not allow parents the leeway to letthe negative effects of TV, or other

electronic entertainment go unscrutinized. Every incoming 'voice' needs to be attended to. As

several of the Sudanese mothers said, staying on top of the many influences on the family in

Winnipeg can become overwhelming. ln their words: lt is very stressful.

6.6.3 Listen - the impact of peers
Sudanese refugee parents start their residence in Canada with debt to the Canadian

government for their families' transportation costs. With family sizes avera gingT people their

indebtedness for travel costs from the African countries of asylum to Canada would be sizeable.

As they head out to work to pay off this debt, their children go into various settings where they

interact with non-family groups. There is also the feeling that the children need to learn English

and develop friendships with Canadian children as befits the integration strategy of

acculturation. Sudanese children of all ages willtherefore be exposed to Canadian peers early in

the migration process.

Peer interaction is a familiar concept to Sudanese parents but within a cultural context.

Literature on African socialization suggests that peers play a significant role in child socialization

(Greenfield & Cocking, 1994,140). Older children are often expected to supervise and

admonish their younger siblings while parents perform domestic tasks or participate in

economic activities. Social competence and social intelligence are particularly stressed and

children are expected to observe, imitate and rehearse the behaviors of the senior sibling who
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had in turn learned the desirable behaviors from other seniors. The Sudanese context of

'Listen'is therefore based on mentoring by seniors, often seniors in the peer/sibling group.

It is very significant when a senior sibling, a teenager or young adult, does not 'listen' to

their parents as this has a trickledown effect within the family. An elder child who is a deviant

role modeljeopardizes the socialization process. Such a child will also jeopardize the family

resources for sibling supervision and domestic tasks.

This effect of being outside the African culture which supports filial duty is further

compounded bythe child's presence in a recreational, consumer-oriented youth culture in

Canada (Ambert, 1997;96). Products are directly marketed to youth (Aird, 2002; 21-, Elkind,

2002;36). For poor youth, such as early immigrant Sudanese, there is a strong inclination to

utilize the resources they do have in order to participate in the consumer culture. McDonalds,

Burger King, Subway and several other fast food companies have impressive career

opportunities for teens willing to work in order to earn. On its career opportunity webpage

(www.mcdonalds.ca/en/careers ) McDonalds outlines its people principles including

'Employees are respected, valued and empowered'; we listen for and value diverse opinions';

'Pay is at or above local quick serve restaurant levels.'

The same characteristics that make a senior sibling a good mentor also make a good

McDonald employee, plus of course the cash compensation which provides the ability to

participate in the consumeryouth culture. There is a career path within the organization and

even endorsement of moving on to other employment under the 'Personal Growth' section in

the career webpage. A Sudanese youth could find herself 'respected, valued, and empowered'
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by her participation in the economic community which at the same time might create parental

disorientation and reduced caregiver resources for her siblings at home.

Canadian peers' motives may be to be helpful as in the case of a classmate providing a

Sudanese youth the information on how to get a job after school. Peers may also be motivated

by destructive intensions as in the gang recruitment that the Sudanese parents in this study

fear. Societal characteristics that co-exist with negative peers are: neighborhoodsl low quality

of housing, low quality of schools and day care, high unemployment or low paid employment,

inadequate health facilities, single parent households, low parental education, high parent

absence (Ambert, 20OLa; 43,2O0Ib;187). Two Sudanese mothers named communities in

Winnipeg that they felt were not conducive to dutiful filial behavior and street safety.

Unfortunately this is the area where many newcomers are housed initially. The area is well

supplied with public transit, ethnic grocery stores and inexpensive household stores.

Newcomer Sudanese parents would need to realize the risks, and be 'hyper vigilant' (Ambert

200Ib,1-93) to avoid contact with undesirable peers - a tall order for new arrivals with 5

children and a long list of settlement requirements. As the children go to school and begin to

know their way around they will meet people unknown to their parents.

ln response to this increased vulnerability to unknown persons some Canadian middle

class, educated parents are focusing on 'concerted cultivation'of their children's talents in

order to optimize their position in education, sports, the arts and ultimately their careers.

ln Canada, employed parents with children under 1-2, increased time (direct care and
socializing) with children from 5L minutes (1986)to 76 minutes (1998) per day (increase
of 50%) (Zuzanek,2000). These results are consistent with trends in the US (Bianchi,
Sayer, Weathers, & Robinson, 2000) and Australia (Bittman, 1999). Although these
results appear to be counter intuitive, they do point to important changes in the way
that parents spend time with their children (Daly, 2004).
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A suggested explanation for this increase is that Canadian parents with a certain level of

awareness due to their educational level, implement more 'goal oriented, structured and

activity saturated time'with their children (ibid;9). The Sudanese single-father in this study

explained that he had created a tightly supervised schedule for his 6 children utilizing

community facilities in his downtown neighborhood. Whilst it is not clear how much time he

was able to spend with the children as a result of his scheduling efforts, it is interesting that like

middle class Canadians he intuitively turned to the strategy of 'structured activity saturation'.

The challenge of their children's peers to Sudanese parents'primacy is very steep.

Canadian peers can provide access to resources of which the Sudanese parent is not even

aware. The very skills that would make a senior teen most helpful at home are also skills that

may earn her an income in the economic market. The consumer-driven youth culture and teen-

friendly workplace are significant competition in what could be called a positive distraction

from parental authority. The negative distraction is the destructive life of gangs and drugs.

Neither distraction is well received by a Sudanese parent concerned about their children not

'listening'.

6.6.4 Listen - Parents'Personal Choices
The freedom of individual choice that Sudanese children experience in Canada is also

being experienced by the adults, as expressed in some Sudanese mothers choosing not to

'listen'to their husbands. As these marital relationships play out in the more liberal Canadian

context, Sudanese children learn that change is in the wind amongst their Sudanese role

models as well. As mentioned in the earlier discussion of the theme'Listen'in Chapter 5, the
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Sudanese parents did not relate their own increased freedoms with their children's. A concern

was expressed by a Sudanese motherthat children are unsupervised when single parents have

to be out. ln her comments she was not sympathetic to the Sudanese mother who due to not

'listening' had a difficult single parenthood. Her comments suggest that Sudanese communal

help may be less available for those mothers who chose to deviate from the Sudanese norms.

The single Sudanese mothers in the study reported having non-Sudanese friends who

helped with child rearing and offered emotional support. They did not say who they 'listened'

to; however they too noted the change in gender power. Unfortunately, single-parent families,

often headed by women are more likely to become poor and remain poor. This would increase

the pressure on youth to go out of the home to work, especially those already inclined to do so

- whether to help with family finances, to escape the home situation or to earn resources for

personal recreation and consumer goods.

The Sudanese fathers were significantly changed by their experiences in the Canadian

environment. Their employment status was lower than in Sudan but despite this the single

father appeared most satisfied with his new status and his increased involvement w¡th his

children. Father involvement is measured by three dominant dimensions (Pleck 1997 cited in

Daly,2004; L2) - engagement, accessibility and responsibility. The 'listen' theme as raised by

the Sudanese fathers, referred to engagement in Canadian domestic situations where they

were more accessible to their children than in their previous Sudanese setting.

Pleck's study (Daly, ZO04) suggests that American fathers now spend more time present

(accessible) and involved in direct contact with their children (engaged) in a waythat converges

with the time spent in these activities by American mothers. lf this American trend is similar in
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Canada then immigrant Sudanese married fathers will have an environment that supports their

increased involvement and offers increased opportunities, if they and their children wish, to

develop a new kind of father - child relationship. lt may be that both father and child listen to

each other rather than the Sudanese traditional unidirectional flow from father to child. This

would herald a significant change in Sudanese immigrant family life.

This chapter reviewed the emergent themes from the 8 interviews with the Sudanese

mothers and fathers in the context of societal changes within the host country. Berry's model

of Acculturation Strategies provided the possibility that Sudanese immigrant parents may

choose to be closer or further away from the host country norms depending upon a variety of

factors. The historical context illustrated that the Canadian society itself is undergoing change

and may be tending towards greater appreciation for parents' struggles between work and

home, the positive significance of parental vs. non-family care and the need to monitor the

influence of children's peers and the media on youths'aspirations and consequently on family

life.
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7 Chapter 7 - Implications for Social Work Practice

ln this chapter the implications of this research are applied to the practice of social

work. lselected the topic of Sudanese parents forthis Masters in SocialWorkthesis study

because the perspectives of newcomer Sudanese parents offer Social Work a view of operating

within Winnipeg society that is unique to the parents' multinational lens. At this time when

Manitoba looks to integrate 20,000 newcomers each year, social workers must prepare for

dynamic changes in the environment in which we practice and the clients whom we serve.

The Sudanese parents' perspectives have been presented through a phenomenological

method based on in-person interviews that present the Sudanese parents' way of knowing their

life world of parenting in a new culture, the world as they intimately experience it. This study

aims to extract from the Sudanese parents' experience and present that which is 'concretely

unique' and universally essential' (Van Manen, L990) about immigrant parenting that can

inform and shape social work practice.

The chapter addresses the study's implications for social work at three levels of practice:

community, group and individual. The discussion of social work practice is set in the context of

Manitoba's current approach to families and a critical social work lens that challenges social

workers to operate in a manner that is politically aware.

7.I The political context of social work with families in Manitoba
ln Canada the issues of education, health and welfare are provincial ratherthan federal

responsibilities. Family and child issues are therefore provincial matters. Socialwork with

families in the province of Manitoba has been shaped bythe presence of a large population of
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Aboriginal families who suffered marginalization, forced re-settlement and family separation

during colonízation and subsequently. ln recognition of the terrible injustices to Aboriginal

families provincial government responses have come through channels such as the 1-991-

AboriginalJustice lnquiry - Child Welfare lnitiative (AJl-CWl) (2007). Changes in the provincial

child and family services system were made in 2001 and again in 2006 following the death of a

5 year old Aboriginal girl while she was in government care. ln its blueprint for change the

province acknowledges:

The report from the review of child deaths stresses that the child welfare system cannot
[effectively build preventive strategies to strengthen families and enhance child safety]
alone - responsibility for the safety of children is shared with families, communities and
other service systems (Manitoba Dept. of Family Services and Housin g,2006; 6).

It is truly sad that government statements sharing responsibility for the care of children

with families required such a tragic impetus. At this time the Province of Manitoba through

Healthy Child Manitoba is committed to supporting families and has introduced parenting

programs such as Triple P (Positive Parenting Program) (Healthy Child Manitoba, 2009) and

changes in law towards a differential response to support families as soon as they sense a

struggle in performance. The differential response emphasizes tailoring services to families

which provide earlysupport and crisis prevention to avoid more intrusive and adversarial child

protection responses.

The legacy of intrusive and adversarial action on the part of socialworkers representing

the cause of child protection is a barrierto current effortsto be seen as collaborators and

facilitators in family strengthening. Social work educator and analyst Robert Mullaly (2007)

describes this aspect of social work practice as a basic contradiction in the social services. Social
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Workers 'provide social care and social control at the same time' (Mullaly; 320). There is

potential, therefore, for an incompatibility of interests between the service user and the worker

{ibid;300). As SocialWorkers we must be mindful of these incompatibilities in the past and to

aim at new compatibilities in the immediate future.

The unique history of social work with families in Manitoba offers an opportunity to

avoid tendencies toward social control and to emphasize the social care aspect of social work.

The specific data from newcomer Sudanese parents generated in the current research study is

now discussed within the political and critical context presented above.

7.2 Implications for Community Social Work
The Canadian Association for Social Work (CASW) (2000) lists in Appendix l- several

methods of social work practice. Forthis section of the research study focus is placed on two

areas of community level social work which seem particularly applicable to the themes raised in

the interviews with immigrant Sudanese parents.

o Neighborhood and Community Organizing
o Program Evaluation

7.2.1 Neighborhood and Community Organizing
ln order to find the participants for this study I had to find a way to enter the Sudanese

community. From my perspective the first step in community organizing is community

engagement which is the focus of the following discussion. lndeed I would change the CASW's

social method to Community Engagement and Provider Re-organization. Community

Engagement happened inadvertently in my case as I arrived in Winnipeg and attended

settlement agencies at the same time as large numbers of Sudanese families were also arriving.

Our association could have ended there but it did not because I needed hair care services which
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Sudanese women provided in their homes at a vastly lower cost than the few Winnipeg salons

which cater to African hair. Although my original motive to maintain contact was of a personal

nature when my academic course required that I connect with the wider Sudanese community I

had to make some'cold calls'to people who through my limited participation in the community

I believed to be community leaders. Some of these effortsto connect worked out, some did

not. Some initial contacts referred me to others, and amongst the various contacts I was able to

engage three community leaders who committed to my research project.

My motivation in makíng contact with Sudanese community leaders was grounded in

indigenous and anti-oppressive research (Smith, 2004;187, Potts & Brown,2005; 268). lt also

made a lot of practical sense which lappreciated even more asthe research process became

prolonged due to various factors. The Sudanese community leaders kept me apprised of

general happenings when I was away from the community for long periods. I bounced my ideas

off them and they re-directed me as they saw fit. When I needed to conduct feedback sessions

the Cultural Advisors were aware if people had moved away, as was the case with one father in

the study, when there were other more attractive activities going on and when to keep trying

to regain contact until I was successful.

Literature on client perspectives of service delivery indicates that clients appreciate

when service providers make the client feel needed in their own right and extend themselves to

engage the client (Gillam, 2009). Currently the Sudanese community advertises some of the

activities which are held in their community centre. The curious socialworker can therefore

venture in, ask about future events, note some names and faces and express interest in coming
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backagain. ParticipationintheethniccommunitiesnowsettlinginWinnipegispartofthe

definition of cultural competence; a shared understanding amongst community members

(Davis, 2007).

The nature of 'community' whether a place or an identity may depend on circumstances

such as safety. The participants in this study lived throughoutthe city of Winnipeg. Although in

their accounts of their first months in Winnipeg they started off living in the downtown area

around Central Park, all except one of the eight families had moved out to other

neighborhoods. When refugees first arrive it is likely that their'community' will be settlement

residences, settlement services, employment agencies and locations associated with

establishingthemselves. ln Winnipegthese services are concentrated in the Central Park area

which is convenient for newcomers, especially in the winter months.

Two mothers in this study alluded to youth gang recruitment in the settlement

neighborhood and recommended that newcomers not be settled there. This concern for safety

means aware Sudanese parents may try to keep their children inside and that the geographic

community of the settlement area will be transitory with people moving in and out rapidly

without investing in the space. However, once safety was no longer considered an issue two

mothers noted that in their permanent neighborhoods they made connections with other

mothers [non-Sudanese in both cases] on their street to keep an eye out for strangers or to be

stop-over locations for their children until the mother could get home from work. Community

investment was greatly affected bythe mothers'feelings of safety despite the convenience of

concentration of settlement services.
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ln the process of scheduling the interviews three mothers identified community 'hubs'

which they selected as interviews sites. ln all three instances the selected sites were rooms in a

church building and the timing of the interview followed a social function or worship service.

Familiarity and supportive resources are likely reasons whythese locations were selected. At

the churches there were people who watched the children while the mothers spoke with me.

The site originally designated for the résearch was a downtown library and this worked for

three fathers who came to meet me there at appointed times. Both options of community

'hubs'and central public spaces were safe, accessible, convenient and familiar locations to the

research participants with mothers preferring the safe, familiar and supportive.

When Sudanese relatives arrive under the sponsorship of earlier immigrants they may

start off in the homes of their sponsors or friendly supporters and are dispersed throughout the

city, so may not have a defined geographic area to which settlement programming can be

directed and personalcontacts made. ln their case'community'may be harderto create and

may only be electronic via telephone/ internet or occasional in-person visits at the 'hubs'.

The suggestion for social work practice is to consider being mobile and locating

community services and meetings in 'hubs' which the target community identifies as desirable.

A first step could involve mapping 'community' by asking respondents for locations which they

frequented and ranking location by order of preference. The social worker could then

investigate the feasibility of embedding social service delivery in the various locations. Gillam's

(2009) study also suggested going out to collect participants to make attendance easier and

more welcoming.
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Timing of meetings was also a challenge in the study both for the interviews and for the

follow up feedback. The mothers in particular had weekday and weekend night shifts and spent

their weekday mornings getting their children out to school and their homes in order. They

then slept before the children came home or went out on errands and slept in the afternoon

before going back to work. Two mothers [both married] indicated they could not meet me for

several days as they were doing double shifts at work.

The employed fathers had day jobs and the full-time student/father had classes during

the day. However, it is notable that none of them referred to a supportive social network. Two

fathers responded to the question 'Who do you lean on'that they depended on no one and

two fathers referred to their wives as their support. Predictable personal schedules which, for

example, allowed them to meet me by appointment, did not necessarily lead to social network

formation.

Scheduling based on convenience to potential clients, embedding within other

organizations and venturing out to cultural events as a means of making connections may be a

significant change for some social work services which anticipate that a client will seek help

from agencies, commit to an appointment at a set agency location and attend at a particular

time each week or attend during weekdays. However, based on the experience from this

research and the literature, investments in developing cultural competence by interaction,

sharing mutual interests and appreciation of client strengths establish the foundation for

effective com mu nity services.
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7.2.2 Program Evaluation
The participants in this study provided very thoughtful, reflective insight into their world

as parents during the 60 to 90 minute interview period. Once engaged, many newcomers will

provide constructive feedback as to the effectiveness of programs in which they participate and

are capable of suggesting alternate courses of action.

A challenge to engagement is the linguistic ability of service providers. Although I was

able to find willing English speaking participants, the Cultural Advisory Committee noted that

they had to screen out excellent participants due to my lack of linguistic ability in Arabic or

Dinka which most of the Winnipeg-based Sudanese population spoke. Most newcomers to

Winnipeg try to learn English but it is not known how many service providers are trying to learn

the newcomer languages.

ln the absence of linguistic ability amongst service providers linguistic interpretation

services in Winnipeg are slowly being developed by organizations such as the Winnipeg

Regional Health Authority (WHRA) (2008; B) who have had the wisdom and funding to develop

the Language Access Services in order to remove 'significant barriers to health

promotion/prevention programs and initial access to health services.' Although their 38

interpreters covering 22languages are in demand by other service providers the WRHA's first

priority is health services. The WHRA's goal is to expand interpreter services from the four

facilities presently with such services to all their health facilities.

Manitoba's social workers therefore need to develop a linguistic service for social

service agencies or encourage the WHRA to extend its linguistic services more generallyto

social services. These services need to be mobile if face-to-face (simultaneous orsummary
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interpretation) or available on-call such as via speaker phone (telephone interpretation). Such

services are currently available in other provinces such as in Ontario through the Barbra Schlifer

Commemorative Clinic (www.schliferclinic.comJ or the Thunder Bay Multiculturol Association

fwww.tttun¿ernav.o whose

interpreters are trained to interpret in therapeutic counseling, in group therapy as well in legal

settings and other social service areas. These two agencies both train newcomers to become

interpreters thereby providing employment and they also provide an essential service which

would greatly assist social workers' capabilities to engage and serve newcomers. Services are

free to some clientele (e.9. domestic violence victims)

The medium of communication was significant in this study even amongst the

participants who were able to communicate in English. As noted in Chapter 3 under Sample

Recruitment, the participants possessed the research recruitment brochure but had not read it.

Spoken language, even in a familiar language, is perceived differently in many cultures than is

written language. Communication through written mediums is not recommended for the

Sudanese newcomer and possibly is not appropriate for other newcomer cultures as well. Many

program evaluations are written forms requiring client completion which limits client response

from populations unfamiliar with English or with low literacy levels. A change ¡n process to

language-interpreted verbal evaluations is recommended. The traditional flip chart and marker

with votes by raised hands or simple ballot may prove most valuable.
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7.3 Implications for Social Work with Groups
The Canadian Association of Social Work lists several methods of social work practice

which can be categorized as work with groups. Two group methods which address the

emergent themes in this study are discussed below:

o Network Facilitation
o Advocacy

Network Facilitation is a strategic group intervention and relates wellto the theme

'School/9L1'. Group Advocacy also is a considered method to respond to parent concerns

about their relations with social institutions such as expressed in 'school/ 9l-1' and their sense

of socialvalue as expressed in'Listen'. As parentsfeel more aware of resources and ways of

getting things done due to Network Facilitation they may feel more confident at home which

may impact the 'Listen' theme. Advocacy involves seeing the other point of view, even if in

order to counter it, and may influence perspectives on values, expressed in the emergent

research theme'Good/Bad'.

7.3.L Network Facilitation
Children and youth in Canada are formallytaught networking in settings such as

collaborative and cooperative learning in classrooms (Saskatoon Public Schools, 2008). Adults

are assumed to have acquired these networking skills in their youth. Upon arrival in a new

culture however, the networking skills that newcomer adults had acquired in their country of

origin may not apply. For example, Winnipeg does not have a market culture where people

gather and talk as they sell and buy produce. The market in many cultures is more than just a

retail space, it is also a social gathering space where networks are formed and developed.
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Winnipeg's weather was noted by one of the Sudanese respondents as a factor which

kept Sudanese immigrants at home and thereby reduced social visiting. The parents noted

several family care solutions to their new economic circumstances such as maternal night work

with child supervision by the father and morning/evening supervision by mother to allow father

to study and seek work. A single father programmed his children's evenings with activities to

avoid his children's street involvement while he was at work. Having five children in different

schools, doing unfamiliar school assignments [including group assignments] and keeping the

children off the street while she tried to work outside the home all added up to what one

mother called 'stressful'. These family care techniques combined with shift work leave little

time or energy for parents to meet in groups unless there is a crisis or a highly desirable activity.

Trevellion (1999) offers a solution in the concept of strategic network facilitation

through a community broker. The broker, an individualsocialworker or a socialservice agency,

identifies the issues which clients are concerned about but may be unable to address and do

the research and 'strategic linking work' (ib¡d, 71). ln order to determine which links may be

strategic, social network maps need to be drawn for relevant members involved. Trevellion

cites J. C. Mitchell's (1969) work on personal relationships in Central African towns in which a

social network is defíned as 'a specific set of linkages among a defined set of persons'

(Trevellion; l-B). A social network is illustrated on the next page:
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ln lllustration 1 depicting the social network '...it is possible to see that A, B, C, D, E, F, G

and H are all interacting in a particular way with one another. C for example is interacting with

A, B, D and E but not with F, G and H. Moreover, A and B are interacting only with C and not

with each other. F and C have no contact with each other but both have contact with E and D'

(Trevellion; 18)

Adapting lllustration 1- above, I have assigned identities to the social network in

lllustration 2. The initial motivation behind networking would be task oriented; that in order to

achieve positive outcomes in relation to the emergent theme'school/ gLL' - children

threatening parents, children not listeningto parents, and children staying out late - it is best

for Sudanese parents to be connected and to work with other select people. I have included a

combination of systems - professional (schools) and domestic (parents) and of cultures

(Sudanese and non-Sudanese). Non-Sudanese Parents A and B take their children to School C,

as do two Sudanese parents D and E. School C knows these four parents (Sudanese and non-

Sudanese) but maynotbeawareoftheirconnectionswithotherschoolsorparents.School Cis

also not aware of Sudanese Parent G's negative reactions to the presentation of children's

rights in school F. However, the three Sudanese parents D, E and G are aware as they all have

children going to School F. Sudanese Parents D and E have the perspective of parents with

children in two schools, one school (F) with methods that cause concern, the other school (C)

which does not cause concern, but the two methods combine at home. Sudanese Parent G is

traumatized bythe events in school F. Non-Sudanese Parent H is aware of the children's rights
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presentation in school F but is not concerned. Non-Sudanese Parents A and B are very happy as

School C meets their expectations.

Trevellion suggests that socialworkers can help in this sort of situation by being

community brokers to the social network. By talking to various parents (Sudanese and non-

Sudanese) it may become apparent that some are happy with their children's schools whilst

others are not and some are able to speak about both situations. ln this research study allthe

Sudanese parents had heard that Winnipeg schools inform children about their rights and

access to emergency resources. What may be needed is to find parents (Sudanese and non-

Sudanese) who find this sort of information helpful to their families and who can share their

perspective with the concerned parents (Parents D, E and G).

ln addition to a parent-to-parent network, the schools (C and F)could also be

approached. Although School C is not currently having an issue it may appreciate the concerns

of Sudanese parents D and E, who it serves directly, about School F. School C may also

understand the influence that Sudanese Parent G, an anxious member of the community, can

have on the wider sudanese attitude towards winnipeg schools in general.

The networking process may be able to suggest sharing of resources or strategies for

sensitive practice with School F, and strategies for family harmony with parents D, E and G. For

School F, a sequencing solution may work where the school has sessions with interested

parents priorto delivery of certain information to students so that parents can decide if they

wish to discuss the topic with their children before the school does. Some topics are available in

parent-friendly formats such as designed for homeschooling parents
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(http://homeschoolreviews.com/reviews/curriculum) and the school could utilize these in

conjunction with the parents. Parents could also be invited to provide feedback to the school if

negative situations result afterthe topic has been taught. This example depicts the strategic

linking of a specific group of people to solve a problem via a social network.

7.3.3 Advocacy
Advocacy is defined as somethingthat one person does in support of another. lt is

about:

. safeguarding people who are in situations where they are vulnerable

o sPeaking up for, or standing alongside, people who are not being heard - helping them

to express their views and make their own decisions and contributions

o enabling people to make informed choices about, and remain in control of, their own

social and health care

Collective (or Group) Self-Advocacy:

. Support is offered to allow vulnerable people to come together and gain strength from a

collective voice (Glasgow City Council, 2006).

Based on the definitions of Advocacy and Collective Self-Advocacy above, the themes

'School / 91"1' and 'Listen' could be addressed in partnership with the Sudanese community in

general and with specific Winnipeg based advocates. The parents in this study were concerned

that their children were being distracted from parents' voices to the many other voices of

adults, peers and the various media which are a part of life in Winnipeg. Despite their concerns

only two of the eight Sudanese parents preferred to temporarily separate from the influences

of the Winnipeg society and return their entire family or particular members of the family to
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Sudan to a more familiar set of influences. The other six parents preferred to remain in

Winnipeg and carve out a solution locally. The two parents who want to leave only want to do

so temporarily and want to return, suggesting that if there is a hope for change they too would

put their shoulders to the wheel.

The Sudanese parents appeared vulnerable. They did not have the Canadian cultural

capital to anticipate what was coming at them and to prepare themselves and their family for

possible consequences. What came at them was a change in climate that restricted their

normal movements, a change in language which restricted their ability to communicate and

absorb the vast amount of information inherent in settling into a new country, a change in

school curriculum which provided information to their children that impacted parent-child

relations at home, a change in socialstatus astheir qualifications were not recognized and they

began work below the status they left in Sudan, a change in work scheduling - many of the jobs

open to them were at night or weekends, and a change in gender relations as the liberal,

Western values in Canada impacted couple relationships.

ln the midst of change the eight parents in this study had weathered much of the storm.

Five had intact families. One mother had experienced marital breakdown, one mother had lost

her nephew to criminal influences and one father was experiencing anxiety as his son chose the

street life ratherthan school and family. All eight parents in the study still had large families at

home with the average number of children at five per household. Their concerns were to keep

their children's attention and clarifyfamily values amidst a multicultural setting and a societal

climate apprehensive about domestic abuses.
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The parents needed cultural diversity to be mainstreamed into the schools, workplaces

and social services. Advocacy messages and campaigns could be designed to promote the

situations listed below:

o Schools that anticipate large families with parents unfamiliar with the curriculum and

which focus on engaging immigrant and refugee parents as essential partners in

education.

r Schools which prepare language appropriate briefings on the information about to be

shared with immigrant children and develop parent friendly curricula such as designed

for home schooling parents.

o Workplaces that design parent friendly work schedules in numbers related to the 20,000

newcomers which the province of Manitoba is targeting each year.

o Employers who recognize the potential of personnel trained in foreign countries and

design integration training for rapid participation in the Winnipeg work force.

. Employers who seek out personnel in Winnipeg who speak languages other than English

and French and then can advertise that they offer multilingual services.

¡ Social Services with information in appropriate ethnic languages in audio, written and

electronic form who are funded based on the numbers of refugees and immigrants that

they serve.

o lnterpreters in the languages which the province of Manitoba anticipates, based on its

refugee re-settlement agreements, will be needed.

o Slogans in the public media that not only inform about domestic violence, which is a real

issue and every home should be a safe place, but which also celebrate parent
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contribut¡ons just as loudly: Parents can make us solidl Dedicated Parents are the

backbone of Winnipeg! Refugee families are survivorsl lmmigrant Parents add a new

perspective! Refugee and immigrant families quickly build Manitoba!

The Sudanese parents need independent advocates who are funded by the

province and whose income is based on results in achieving integration within

Manitoba. Parent satisfaction should bô polled regularly to verify that parents, both new

arrivals and foundation residents, feelthat they are being supported to be competent

parents. Active methods of parent integration need to be funded by the Province and

mon ito red for effectiveness.

7.4 Implications for Social Work with Individuals
From the lists of social work practice methods posted by the Canadian

Association for Social Work (CASW, 2006) two are discussed in relation to the parents in

this study:

o Assessment

o Case Management

7.4.L Assessment
Client assessment is the first step in individual work and so is important in

establishing the relationship between the prospective client and the social worker.

Typically, assessments use setcriteria to determine if a client is proficient in specífic

areas and in which areas support is needed. Assessments are usually documented and

establish a direction for further intervention.
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Assessment criteria and the methods of measurement require a cultural lens in

order to be relevant and valid to the specific client (Gopaul-McNicol & Armour-Thomas

2002; Gopaul-McNicol & Brice-Baker, 1997\. Some concepts which are held by the

mainstream culture may not be valid to the client. For example in the emergent theme

'Good/Bad' which was debated amongst the Sudanese parents in this study, deference

to parents was a non-negotiable family value. They felt that Canadian society overstated

individualism, presented it too early to their children, denigrated the valued Sudanese

tradition of seniority and thereby undermined the principle of Eldership.

The parents assessed their own success and that of their children on principles of

communal commitment rather than on individual self interest. The parents shared

points at which support would have been welcome or was still needed. One mother

recounted that she cries when she considers how differently her Canadian-based

children are growing up in contrast to Sudanese values. Another mother refused to note

pleasure in her children untilthey reached adulthood as she was gripped in fearthat

they would be negatively influenced by Canadian values. Two fathers explained that the

teaching of right and wrong as they understood this from their culture was their

paternal duty; it gave value to being a parent. lf they did not playthis role one of the

fathers stated one could become 'hopeless'.

Would these parents be assessed as being in need of support? How would the

social worker become aware of the parents'concerns in orderto initiate an assessment?

A Sudanese parent may not reach out for several reasons -they may be so busy with

family and work that their concerns are displaced, they may not be aware of available
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supports, and/or they may not feel comfortable sharing their concerns with a social

worker. Perceptive community leaders may be a source of referral if the socialworker is

engaged in the community.

By what criteria would these parents be assessed? Would they be assessed as

honorable or deviant? Are they loyal and trustworthy or inflexible and unrealistic?

Assessments are the conventional method used to open up access to resóurces for

clients, to confirm placement in programs, or confirm 'normalcy'. The challenge for

social work practice with individuals is to develop grounding in cultural awareness that

leads to wisdom, to compliment the organizational criteria contained in assessment

documentation.

Social workers are therefore encouraged to spend time learning from and talking

with community Elders as sources of cultural wisdom which can hone assessment

abilities. What are the criteria that these Elders and other members of the ethnic

community feel are reliable indicators of parental abilities? Through which medium can

such criteria or indicators be taught to social workers - immersion as in participant-

observer, by culturally specific experiential literature?

Social workers have power. The ability to assess a family as non-functional or to

assess that children need to be removed from their parents for the child's safety is

phenomenal power. Through assessment a social worker can also provide a family with

resources appropriate to their needs. Assessment of a client is so important to the flow

of resources to that client that this aspect of practice needs urgent attention.
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This power is mitigated. Regulatory bodies (Government of Manitoba, 2008) and

employers have power over the social worker and negative consequences following what is

considered irresponsible professional action lead to sanctions and in extreme cases inquiries

and de-registration. As outlined in Chapter 6, Governmental and Legal Context, there is

organizational concern about client risk management and litigation. The earlier reference in this

chapter to the political context of social work in Manitoba, the tragic events leading to the AJI-

CWI along with Mullaly's caution of the social control aspect to social work practice, make the

mitigation of power a necessary and desirable condition. Therefore, socialworkers need

wisdom when assessing a client; a balance between organizational criteria and cultural

competence is required.

7.4.2 Case Management
The National Case Management Network of Canada's (NCMN) definition of case

management is:

Case Management is a collaborative client-driven process for the provision of quality

health and support services through the effective and efficient use of resources. Case

Management supports the clients' achievements of goals within a complex health,

social, and fiscal environment (NCMN, 2008,2).

Case work, the precursorof case management, featured early in socialwork as a way

to confirm that a client was needy and therefore worthy of external support. Through more

liberal concepts of socialjustice, this philosophy has evolved. As seen in the above source

and definition, case management is now used in many human service areas and is ideally

client-driven and aims at achieving client goals, Social workers primarily work within service
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systems such as health care, child protection, corrections, schools and government social

welfare agencies (CASW, 2006). These systems have developed case management to

coordinate the services they offer and services they access on behalf of clients. Case

management as illustrated below can become highly structured and regulated:

ln hospitals and health care facilities, it is expected that social workers record

psychosocial assessments, interventions, and outcomes in accordance with

organizational and professional procedures and standards. When these procedures are

not followed or standards are not met, the socialworkers, patients, theirfamilies, and

the organization potentially enter the domain of risk (Cumming, Fitzpatrick, McAuliffe,

McKain, Martin & Tonge, 2007 ; za}).

This regulated approach to case management may be less practiced by the social

workers who operate in private practice, and they may exercise more flexibility in their

services to clients. However, social work records can be subpoenaed in certain

circumstances and so conformity to professional practice is prudent.

ln an attemptto expand the range of perspectives on case management, a case study

by Kenyan psychologist Augustine Nwoye (2007) presents a clinical approach shaped by his

culture and distinct from current Western organizational practice. Working with a client who

learned that she was HIV positive, Dr. Nwoye assessed the client's needs based on her own

perception of what the problem really was, and provided support along with his wife in a

way that suggests 'family' more than 'clinician'. Although he had an office he conducted his

sessions at home because the client contacted him at home suggestingthis was a preferred

setting for her. He incorporated his wife as part of the 'witnessing community' and involved
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her in spiritual and emotional support to the client. Having provided therapeutic

interventions, the client was finally referred to'positive clubs'which were non-

governmentalorganizations serving HIV clients. The case study presents an alternative

approach to individualized care, professional boundaries, and integration of available

resou rces.

While a Canadian-based social worker may be constrained by the organizational

modus operandi it is helpful to be aware of possible client expectations based on country of

origin. Case management options may be expanded by inclusion of cultural Elders who may

offer what the social worker, by virtue of professional boundaries, cannot. lnclusion of

cultural guides can also enable the interpretation of client perceptions such as whether

referrals are interpreted as accessing better care or as being pushed off to someone else; or

whether efforts at increasing self-determínation are interpreted as client empowerment or

as indifference bythe service provider. ln situations where different concepts of timeliness

or competing community activities may affect client attendance at appointments, a cultural

guide may prompt the social worker to mobilize systems of support (for example: reminders,

transportation, re-sched u ling for optimal tim ing).

To illustrate case management using the experiences expressed by the Sudanese

parents in this study, we can look atthe discussion in'school/91-l-'. Parents expressed a

perceived alliance between school, children and 911that excludesthe parents. Schools and

the Child Guidance Clinic would not agree with this. The website of the Child Guidance Clinic

in Winnipeg states: We work together with school teachers, principals and parents to

provide specialized help for school children
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(http://ww.wsd1.org/childguidance/historv.htm). lt also states that their work usually takes

place within the school. Parents of children who have a difficulty as assessed bythe school,

therefore would be made aware of the assessment and the intervention but may stillfeel

that there is an alliance within the school if they did not participate in the assessment and

agree on the conclusion. lf they did not understand, agree with or observe the intervention

themselves they may still feel 'out of the loop'.

ln the case of the newcomer parents in this study special efforts are needed to

ensure that case management is 'a collaborative client-driven process' (NCMN, 2008,2).

Factors such as language, cultural background, cultural expectations of the parent and the

service provider will shape what 'collaboration' looks like.

Some of the confusion may be in definingthe'client'. lsthe parentthe client? lsthe

child the client? ls the schoolthe client? To the parents in this study they feelthe parent is

as much the client as the child since the parent is the adult responsible for the child.

However, the school environment is not open to the parent duringthe intervention process.

Therefore, school social workers need to develop a means of building trust with parents, a

frequent and consistent two-way communication system on the child's progress which

includes the parents' goal achievement for their child. Sessions with the child could be

videotaped and discussed with the parent as occurs in some facilities. lnterventions such as

Theraplay (Jernberg and Booth, 1998)which includes the parent in the assessment and

delivery of the intervention is one way to build trust, inclusion and understanding with

parents. Locating the intervention in spaces that feel safe, familiar and supportive to the

parent can enhance'collaboration'.
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Case management coordinates multíple systems to support the client's goal

achievement, and consideration of the culturalsystem is recommended as a necessary

inclusion. Studies suggest that client drop-out (Davey & Watson, 2008) and client non-

adherence to health care interventions (Vourlekis &.E11,2007 ) can be improved by culturally

appropriate case management.

7.5 Directions for Future Social Work Research
During the process of preparing this research report areas for future research were

notable. ln this section I suggest areas of research with newcomer parents which may have

informed this study or which could logically follow from it. With Manitoba's goal of high levels

of newcomer arrivals for the purpose of building the economic productivity of the province it is

essential that newcomer families settle quickly and well.

Autobiographies of Sudanese newcomers in various Canadian provinces would have

presented a point of reference from which to compare the local Winnipeg experience of the

parents in this study. Autobiographies of male Sudanese refugees in the United States of

America (8ok,2003; Bul Dau, 2007; Eggers,2006) provided me with a cultural inítiation into

issues of note for refugees to North America. Detailed personal accounts from Sudanese

refugees in Canada, particularly from a parent's perspective, could guide us towards

appropriate means to engage with and better serve Sudanese families. Producing such

autobiographies would fit the advocacy role of social workers and the facilitation of client self-

advocacy.

Case studies can now be compiled and published based on the numerous interactions

which social work professionals in schools, community agencies, health facilities and
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corrections have had with Sudanese clientele since the 2003 Refugee Group Settlement

program. No doubt case studies are prepared and discussed in-house in the various delivery

systems but these must also be shared in the academic media for wider discussion, application

and support.

SeveralSudanese and other newcomer parents'voices remain unheard: parents who

have done so wellthat no socialwork organization interacts with them, parents whose children

have in fact been incarcerated in the Manitoba Youth Centre, parents for whom the alternative

measures program (Stevenson, Tufts, Hendrick & Kowalski, L99B; L5) being utilized by

Manitoba Justice has successfully re-directed their children to pro-social lifestyles.

Phenomenological studies with these parents would inform the concerns raised by the

Sudanese parents in this study.

City-wide surveys amongst all parents in Winnipeg may quantify how unique or

commonplace the fear of the Sudanese parents in this study of recruitment into youth gangs is

and whether other parents have suggestions on how to successfully deal with this matter. For

parents for whom this is a low level of concern, the study could expand on the factors that

alleviate fear of gang recruitment. The demographics (for example: age of parents, age of

chíldren, household size, parent's educational background, parent's occupational history,

mothertongue, length of time in Winnipeg, parent's maritalstatus) of variations in parental

concern may suggest groups for further study. The Winnipeg data set could for example look at

parent-child attachment practices amongst various ethnic groups, such as has been conducted

in several Canadian cities (Mawani,2002) to pin down specific areas for social work

intervention.
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Ethnographies of the community'hubs'which participants in this research identified,

most notablythe church, could help us design comfortable spacesfor newcomersto gather,

share experiences, support each other and access social, cultural and possibly economic

resources that facilitate their healthy integration into Winnipeg. Ethnic groups can be

encouraged to articulate their vision of healthy, helpful community spaces. Discussion forums

miþtrt investigate whether social services would be appropriate additions to the activities in

these'hubs'. Ethnographies of the settlement areas may also identifythe strengths and

challenges of their downtown locations and the priorities to be addressed for healthy

newcomer-fa mily adjustment to Winnipeg.

Longitudinal studies of Sudanese newcomer parents as they age will inform the

changing immigrant perspectives across their life span, help to identify the services that were

helpful, how helpful services were facilitated and the barriers to service delivery. How do

elderly Sudanese-Canadians view the African value placed on children as social security in

illness and old age (Chapter 2) once they are actually in old age in Winnipeg? Do the services for

aging meet their needs? What does the experience of aging in Winnipeg feel like for a Sudanese

parent? What impact do the concerns identified in this study in the theme'Listen'have on

eldercare both for elderly Sudanese-Canadian couples and for Sudanese-Canadian parents who

separated due to the more liberal Canadian value system?

Strategically designed research will prepare us to better serve the many other

newcomer parents and families that Winnipeg anticipates in the immediate future. lt will

indicate to government and otherfunders where resources need to be channeled to

successfully integrate newcomerfamilies as a source for provincial productivity and stability.
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Research will better ensure that the tremendous personal investment that newcomer parents

make when they travel across the world to a better life in Canada reaps positive returns for

their families.
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B Appendix - Interview Questions
L. How did you hear about this research? Why did you decide to share your experience of

parenting both here in Canada and in Sudan?

2. Please tell me about your experience of parenting your children in the Sudan compared
to parenting them in Winnipeg?

3. How would you compare parenting when you first came to Winnipeg to parenting now?

4. Who would you list as the people you lean on the most? [Social Support Network]

5. lf you raised your children anywhere else please tell me about that time.

6. What would you tell a family leaving Sudan now to come to Winnipeg to help them be
prepared for the transition?

7. What changes here or in the Sudan may encourage you to return to live in the Sudan?

B. ln what ways do you think Sudanese mothers/fathers have a different experienceto
Sudanese fathers/ mothers when they come to Winnipeg?

9. How do you feel about the following phrase? 'l feel that I lose my place as a parent here
in Winnipeg'

10. What would you describe as the most meaningful moments of being a parent in any of
the places where you have lived?

11. What recommendations do you have to make being a parent in Winnipeg the best
parenting experience for you?
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